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Abstract
Thailand has many cultural attractions. The culture of Thailand is expressed in
religion, art and literature, and society.
The topic of this research is "Factors affecting Thai tourists' decision-making
process concerning domestic cultural attractions." The objectives of this research
encompass the relationship between the demographic characteristics of Thai tourists and
the decision-making process, as well as between the factors considered for selecting
domestic cultural attractions .

.

The results show demographic characteristics: age, occupation, income, and
education. These have a relationship with the decision-making process concerning
domestic cultural attractions. Gender does not have a relationship with the decisionmaking process for selecting domestic cultural attractions.

-

Certain factors influenced the decision-making process concemmg domestic
cultural attractions. It shows that amenity, accessibility, safety, source of inf01mation, and
the image are relationship with the decision-making process concerning domestic cultural
attractions. Expenditure is not related to the decision-making process concerning
domestic cultural attractions. The respondent expressed that it was not good if the
expenditure is low but no security. They commented that the expenditure for traveling in
Thailand is not so expensive.
One must mention the safety. Thai tourists consider for the safety to be priority as
compare to the expenditure. It should be the government to provide safety to tourists and
their belonging because the peace of tourist destination is the most important issue to
consider when traveling.
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CHAPTER I
GENERALITIES TO THE STUDY
Section 1.1: Introduction
The travel and tourism industry is the world's largest and most diverse industry.
Nations rely on this dynamic industry as a primary source for generating revenue.
employment,

private

sector

growth,

and

infrastructure

development.

Tourism

development is encouraged, particularly among the developing countries around the
world, when other forms of economic development, are not commercially viable.
Culture determines the popularity of a tourist region. Thailand has many cultural
sites and attractions that show a unique culture. The elements of a society are a reflection
of the way its people live, work, and play.
Cultural tourism covers all aspects of travel. People from different regions interact
with each other. The individual frame of reference is expanded Knowledge grows.
Tourism is an important means of promoting cultural relations and international
cooperation. Further, development of cultural factors within a nation is a means of
enhancing resources to attract visitors. In many countries, tourism 1s linked with a
"cultural relations policy". It promotes knowledge and understanding. Also, a favorable
image of the nation among foreigners in the travel market is promoted.
The ways a country presents itself to tourists are its cultural factors. Elements of
culture are seen in food. architecture, dance, music, crafts, and clothing. Cordial and
generous recepti on of tourists adds to the culture. These features complement each other.

They comprise the ambiance of a region.

A nation ·s cultural attractions must be presented intelligently and creatively. In
this age of uniformity, the products of one nation are almost indistinguishable from those
of another. There is a great need for encouraging cultural diversity. Improved techniques
of architectural design and artistic presentation are used to create an expression of
originality in a country.
A feature when considering where tourists go 1s what they like to see and
experience. This includes attractions and interests of tou_rists. If the attraction can still be
used, it will then be in the realm of tourism. Travelers entering the area might have to
take care of themseJves. They might be endangered. They might be afforded the same
treatment as the local people. Safety is of vital importance.
A needs assessment is taken to evaluate the requirements of the tourist:
restaurants, hotels, toilets, and trashcans. In this way, the needs are anticipated. As the
high and low seasons come and go, adjustments can be made. The tourist will appreciate
a tailor-made environment for their enjoyment.
Thailand is a tapestry as colorful and diverse as the silk for which the country is
so famous. It has earned an enviable reputation as the complete destination. Thai land is
culturally rich with a tradition of hospitality and cultural heritage. This goes back to over
a thousand years. Thailand, a culturally strong tourist destination, has many wonderful
things to offer to tourists. Thailand is acknowledged as a place with attractions and
hospitality to make it the only destination for tourists.
Thai culture has evolved over millenniums. With a strong adhesion to the past, the
finer points of over cultures have been added. This blend can be seen in architecture.
language, and food. As these minor changes are added, the culture adapts.

Tourism and culture have ahvays been closel y linked in Thailand . Thailand has
always been an important destination for those attracted by its rich cu ltural and historic
legacy. People travel to see the ancient sites and attractions. The statistics of the Outgoing
Thai Nationals by Country of Destination from To urism Authority of Thailand
(Appendix) shows the countries that Thais national go to travel. It will cause the outflow
of money. Thailand has wonderful attractions: historical sites. archeological sites, and
traditional festivals. C ultural tourism encompasses man~ elements of the tourist market. ,
Most foreigners come to Thailand because of the unique characteristics of its culture.
C learly, cultural

tot~rism

is the core of the tourism product in Thailand. However, Thai

people are rarely interested in cultural tourism. The main reasons for the success of
Thailand's tourism industry are the variety of attractions. One of the most important

-

shifts in the industry is the growing demand from Thai tourists ·eager to discover their
own country.

Section 1.2: Statement of Problem
A decision by a tourist in selecting a tourist attraction involves a range of
decisions. It is a process consisting of several stages. Each stage in this decision process
is influenced by several factors. This research aims at exploring factors that influence
Thai tourists' decision making process for selecting cultural attractions. The fo ll owing is
the statement of problem for this research :

" Wlrat factors affect Tflai tourists' decision making process
concerning domestic cultural attractions? ..

.,
_l
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Section 1.3: Objectives of the Research
Foll owing are the objec ti ves of thi s research:
1) To find out the relationship between demograph ic characteristics of Thai tourists

and their decis ion-making process concerning domestic cultural attractions.
2) To find out the relationshi p between factors affecting Thai touri st's decision-

making process concerning domestic cultural attractions.
3) To draw a conclusion after analyzing the information co llected through survey
and offer useful recommendations.

Section 1.4: Scope of the Research
Thailand is enriched with cultural, histori cal, religious sites/ attracti ons with very
impressive architecture. The Thai lifestyle is unique. It attracts both international and
local tourists in large numbers.
Thailand is also known as a country of culture and is visited by millions of
touri sts every year. They view cultural sites and participate in cultural activities. Cultural
tourism is one of the major motivating forces for visiting Thailand. For international
tourists and Thai tourists, it offers amazement. From this viewpoint, an investigation
about factors affecting Thai touri sts' decision making fo r selecting cultural attraction
beco mes very useful. This research will focus attention on this issue in a systemati c
manner.

Section 1.5: Limitations of the Research

I) The study is limited to the Thai tourists residing in Bangkok about the decisionmaking process concerning cultural tourism and therefore cannot be generalized
for other types of tourism.
2) The research is conducted on respondents located in Bangkok. It cannot be
generalized for respondents located in other areas of Thailand.
3) The study is limited to examining the relationship between demographic
characteristies and decision-making. Each factor influencing the decision-making
process concerning domestic cultural attractions cannot be generalized for other
factors influencing decision-making for cultural tourism.
4) The research is limited to a particular time frame. Its results cannot be
generalized.

Section 1.6: Importance of the Research
The study is intended to give information about demographic characteristics and
the factors influencing the decision-making for cultural tourism. It provides various
benefits:
1) The result of the research will help the tourism industry to identify relevant
factors that influence Thai tourists' decision-making. In addition, the tourism
industry can apply the inferences drawn from the research for effective planning
and developing strategies for the touri sm industry. This can ultimately help to

5

expand cultural tourism. At the same time. to develop the products (historical
sites, and society) of the culture and gain higher satisfactioi1 of tourists.
2) The result of this research will also provide useful information and suggestions to

tourists in decision-making abollt cultural tourism.
3) The result of this research will also provide information to government and other
concerned tourism organizations that can use this information in controlling and
protecting cultural tourism activities as well.

Section 1. 7: Definition of Terms
1. Tourism: the activities that occurs when tourists travel to places outside their usual
environment at least for leisure, business or other purposes (World Tourism O rganization,
1992).
The temporary short-term movement of people to destinations outside the
places where they normally live and work, and activities during their stay at these
destinations; it includes movement for all purposes, as well as day visits and excursions
(Quoted in Holloway, 1985:2-3).

2. Cultural Tourism: defined as a segment of the industry that places special emphasis
on cultural attractions. These attractions are varied, and include performances, museums.
displays, and the like. But the research study specified the historical, artistic, lifestyle/
heritage offerings of a community, region. group or institution (Silberberg, 1995).

6

3. Demographic Charac_~Eistics are the objective characteristics of an individual:
Gender: Male or female
Age: 21 years old or above

Education: The highest education of the respondent. The ievel in the research
starts from ·'Below Bachelor's degree - Higher than Master degree".

Occupat;on: The occupation of the respondent- Student, Government
officer, state enterprise, Business employees,

Busin~ss

owners,

Housewives, and other occupations.
Income:

Th~

money earned per month. The level in the research starts

from "Less than 5,000 Bal1t or equal to More than 45,000 Baht".

4. Decision-making process is the conceptual problem-solving process starting from
recognition of a need, search for information, evaluate of alternatives, choice, and postpurchase (Engel et al., 1995).

5. Types of Domestic Cultural Attractions are the historical, religious, artistic,·
architecture, and lifestyle/ heritage.

6. Factors intluencil_!g_ the decision-making process are some of the existing elements
that affect the tourist considering making a decision to chose the destination (Marketing
for hospitality industry). These factors in the research are:

7

• Amcni_!jes: providing the basic facilities required by tourists. These
include accommodation, restaurant. shopping, souvenir shops, catering
services. rental firms. and entertainment (Longman, I 996).
•

Accessibility: is. the ease of access to a destination including the time
taken to reach the destination and the frequency of transport to the
destination (Longman, 1996).

•

Safety/ security: is the state of being safe. Tourist's health and properties
are safe from danger both physical and material (Collins, 1987).

• Touri.sm Expenditure: is amount of money was spent by tourists for their
travel experiences. This may be calculated as expenditure while at a
destination or as a total (Tourism, 2000).
•

news is given to large numbers of people.
•

-

Sources of Information: are the various ways by which information and

Image: is a sum of beliefs, ideas, and impressions that a person has of a·
destination (Gartner, 1986).

8

CHAPTER2
LITERATURE REVIEW

Once the tourist decides to have a holiday, one will begin to look for information
that is available. One may simply seek the advice of friends. One may go to a travel
agent, particularly for an overseas holiday, one may contact resort guides, or one may
look in the holiday classified advertisement section in the weekend papers and book
direct with the operator or cottage owner. The tourist then evaluates the alternatives and
makes a choice.
The decision to purchase a tourism product is illustrated by thinking about the
range of decisions a tourist has to make when choosing a holiday including -which
destination (country, region, resort)? Which mode of travel (scheduled air, charter air,
ferry, rail, coach, car, bus)? Which type of accommodation (serviced or non-serviced)/
How long will the holiday be (day/week)? At which time of the year will the holiday be
taken (season, month. specific date)? Provide package holiday or independent travel ?
lmportantly, the travel needs emphasizes that people have a range of motives for
seeking out holiday experiences. In the travel needs model, destinations are seen as
setting where vastly different holiday experiences are possible. Thus travelers· motives
influence what they seek from a destination, and destinations will vary in their capacity to
provide a range of holiday experiences. Sometimes, travelers do not visit a place with
standard objective destination features, and instead, journey to a location where they
select activities and holiday experiences among those offered to suit their personal
psychological and motivational profile (Mcintosh R.W., 1999).

l)

The review of travel motivation has stressed that there are three sources of
information that can provide a list of motives concerning why people trave l. The list o f
potential travel motivations is a long one and includes a range of needs, from excitement
and arousal to self-development and personal growth. Additionally, the brief review of
contemporary market research practice concerning destination image indicated that there
were further lists of destination featu res that might be thought of as a mix of travel
motives and destination

cha~·acteristics.

Iso-Ahola argues that tourist and leisure behavior takes place within a framework

.

of optimal arousal .and incongruity. That is why individuals seek different levels of
stimulation; they share the need to avoid either over-stimulation (mental and physical
exhaustion) or boredom (too little stimulation). Leisure needs change during the lifespan
and across places and social company.
The travel needs model articulated by Pearce and co-workers is concerned more
explicitly with tourists and-their motives rather than with leisure. The traveler's decision
is not made in isolation. Pearce argues that travel behavior reflects a hierarchy of travel
motives. As with a career at work, people start at different levels. they are likely to
change their levels during their lifecycles, they are influenced by money, health, and
other people. According to the steps or levels on the travel career model, the concept of
thi s model is built on Maslow· model which outlines a step-by-step pattern of
psychological development referred to as ·the hierarchy of needs'. The lower levels on
the ladder usually have to be satisfied before the person moves to higher levels of the
ladder. The ladder recognizes intrinsic and extrinsic motivation by ascribing both
internally oriented and exkrnall y influenced components to most levels of the ladder. The

10
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Fulfilment needs

People tend
to ascend the
ladder as
they become
more
experienced
travelers.

Need for self-actualization
Need for flow experiences

Self-esteem/development needs

.Self-directed
Other directed
Need for status
Need for self-development
Need for respect recognition Need for growth
Need for achievement
Need for curiosity/mental
stimulation
Need for mastery, control
competence
Need for self-efficacy
Need to repeat intrinsically
satisfying behav'iors

Higher-level
motives include
lower-level
motives.
Lower-level
motives have to be
satisfied or
experienced before
higher-level
motives come into
play.

Relationship needs
Otlrer directed
Need to reduce anxiety about
others
Need to affiliate

Self-directed
Need to give love, affection

Safety/security needs
Self-directed
Need to reduce anxiety
Need to predict and explain the
world

.,...

Other directed
Need for security

Physiological

Externally oriented
Need for escape, excitement, curiosity
Need for arousal, external excitement,
stimulation

Internally oriented
Need for sex, eating, drinking
Need for relaxation (manage arousal
level)

Figure 2.1: The travel needs ladder.
Source: Maslow' s original forrnulation-Maslow's hierarchy of needs (Pearce, 1993)

Jl

neeJ s to belong is more powerful than the need for self-esteem or self-fulfillment. A
significant amount of travel is motivated by specific objectives involving business.
education. health_ religion. politics. and personal emergencies. The motivation for these
types of travel usually can be more readily pinpointed than the motivation for pleasure
travel. A Theory of Motivation (Maslow 1943) suggests that people attempt to satisfy
needs in response to particular motives. It has been applied to the tourists and traveler in
an attempt to shed light on motivation. Maslow's hierarchy begins with the satisfaction of
physiological and secure needs. known as lower needs, working towards levels of higher
needs crowned by

a~sthetics.

When the lower level of needs is sufficiently satisfied, it is

argued that then they are motivated by moving on to pursue satisfaction of our higher
level of needs.

~

The travel career ladder emphasizes that people have a range of motives for
seeking out holiday experiences, destination are seen as settings where vastly different
holiday experiences are possible. Thus travelers' motives influence what they seek from a
destination, and destinations vary in their capacity to provide a range of holiday
experiences. Travelers may not visit a place with standard objective destination features
but instead, journey to a location where they select activities and holiday experiences
among those offered to suit their personal psychological and motivational profile.

Mathieson and Wall Theory
The Mathieson and Wall Theory is discussed to see the decision as a linear
process nnd offer a framevvork for the purchase decisions that involved four factors as:
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o

Tourist profile (age, education. income. attitude. previous experience and
motivators)

o

Travel awareness (image of a destination's facilities and services, which is
based upon the credibility of the source)

o

Destination resources and characteristics (attractions and features of a
destination)

o

Felt need/

Trip features (distance. trip duration and perceived risk of the area visited)

Travel decision

Information
~

travel desire

.

collection and
evaluation
of image

_____.

~

Travel

(choice between

preparation

alternatives)

and travel
experiences

Travel
~

satisfaction
outcome and
evaluation

Figure 2.2 : The Mathieson and Wall travel-buying behavior model
Source

: Mathieson and Wall (1982). Reprinted by permission of Addison Wesley
Longman Ltd.

The Mathieson and Wall travel-buying behavior model shows the process traveler
gets experience starting from desire of travel need. Then traveler starts in high level of
information search before decision-making process. The choice of tourism products
usually has considerable emotional significance for the individual (John Swarbrooke &
Susan Horner. l 999). This will mean that individuals will usually carry out an extensive
information search before thev,, make their final choice. This will involve consultation
w[th individuals, groups. organizations and media reports, before a decision is made. The
decision to purchase a tourism product is the outcome of a complex process. The diverse

13

and interdependent characteristics of many tourism products make the purchase decision
in tourism a complex phenomenon in its own right.
The

1m~jority

of models also presume a high degree of rationality in the decision-

making process that is not always evident. Rational decision-making in tourism is limited
both by the imperfect information that is available to tourists, and by the fact that many
consumers will be influenced by their own opinions and prejudices that may be irrational.
It is also important t'? recognize that the complexity of tourist decision-making is
heightened by the fact that choosing their holiday is not the last decision a tourist has to

.

make. It can affect the next decision .

Richins Theory
Most tourism related approaches to decision-making emphasis choices between
alternatives such as between Bangkok or Bali (Richins, 1997). Richins (1997) classified
the decision-making theories as;

1. Highly Structured Theories defined as formal in nature, with structured
·quantitative and programmed methodologies. Tend to assume perfect knowledge
of the situation and complete understanding of the alternatives. Considerations are
primarily economic in nature.
Moderately Structured Theories defined as assummg imperfect but adequate
knowledge. Attempts to retain a quantitative approach, but considerations other
than economic issues are involved.
3. Unstructured Theories defined in strong emphasis on social. political. emotional.
attitudinal. and environmental factors.
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Cooper i::t al. ( 1993) comment that is based on a geographers product-based
perspi::ctive rather than that of a consuming behaviorist.
A myriad of factors affect the holiday purchase decision. Clearly these relate
strongly to the motivators and determinants. Some motivators and determinants may be
so powerful that they totally dominate the purchase decision, to the exclusion of all other
factors.

Gilbert Theory
The model nut forward by Gilbert explains the framework within the tourists
make their decisions.

Socioeconomic
Influences

Cultural
influences

Motivation.or
Energizers

C/)

~

*

Perception

I~

Consumer
as DecisionMaking

Personality
Attitude

"'

Learning

Reference group
Influences

Family
influences

Figure 2.3: The Consumer decision-making framework
Sources: Gilbert ( 1991 ). Copyright John Wiley& Sons Limited.
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Travel ck cisions. therefore. arc very much affected by forces outside the
individual. including the influences of other people. The forces that other people exert are
called

social

influences.

However.

the traveler 's decision-making required the

consideration of various processes internal and external to the individual. From the
consumer decision-making framework. the influences of decis ion m ak ing of traveler are:

Socio-Demographics
Socio-demographic variables are widely used to discriminate between groups of
consumers. e.g. vacationers. This privileged position. while 'often criticized, is justified by
the data. important 5lifferences in decisions and decision-making styles result from s uch
classical criteria as age , family situation, socio-economic status and occupation. Before
considering each of these aspects, arc usually regrouped in the ' family's life cycle'
(Wells and Gubar, 1966). Based on the data, life cycle seems still to be one o f the best
ways to segment vacationers. The typology given in table, illustrates the composition of
the sampl e.

Po sition in FLC

Younger s ingle

f/)

*

Definition

*

From 20 to 40 years old, bachelor (2 DMUs) o r
divorced (but without children)

Younger couple

From 20 to 40 years old, marri ed o r unmarried
(I DM U) but without children

Younger fam ily

Head of household under 45 with young children
(less than 12 years) lunma rried: I DMU, new ly
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mnck family: 2 Drnus)
Mid-life family

Head of household over 40 with (young and) older
children (at least one over 12 years), could be
married (5 DMUs), Unmarried (lDMU); sometimes
children have left the household while others still
participate in vacation decisions (2 DMUs)

Single-parent

Head of the household is divorced or widowed with

family

children (1 DMU)

Older couple

Over 50 years old, with no child accompanyrng
because they have left the household (2 DMUs) or
they don't want to go on vacation with their parents
any more (2 DMUs)

Older single

Over 50 years old, bachelor (1 DMU), widow and
no children present (2 DMUs) or divorced

Group of friends

Most often involves younger people (under 40); can
be a group of younger singles (2 DMUs), a group of
younger couples (1 DMU) or a mixed group (single.
couples and sometimes also a younger family)- this
type of DMUs, is less stable over time and often
involves mixed DMUs, i.e. people who don't only
go vacation with friends.

Table 2.1: A typology of vacationers based on family life cycle (FLC)
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The influence of age can be interpreted in terms of anticipation and maturity. As
vacationers become conscious of the weight of years, they are willing to anticipate health
and mental constraints clue to age.

The family situation is another major factor in vacation choices and decisionmaking processes. Having children involves many constraints that can be divided into
structural and interpersonal constraints.
Ne~t

to age and family. occupation ts a determinant of vacation ·s decision·

making processes. The influe1ice of occupation is related to both the working /nonworking dichotorny,,and to the nature of the job.
Economic status, which itself strongly depends upon age, family and occupation,
has a direct influence on the vacation and travel experience. DMUs with lO\ver income

-,....

(students, unemployed or large families with only one salary) tend to have a limited
vacation experience.
Cultural influences

~

Culture is the complex abstract and material elements created by a society. It
refers to values. ideas, attitudes and meaningful symbols, as well as artifacts elaborated in
a society. Those elements are transmitted from one generation to another and serve to
shape human behavior, implying explicit or implicit patterns of and for behavior. Its
influence is natural and subtle, and often the individuals are neither conscious nor aware
of it. The multiple cultural factors taken together will characterize a given society, such
as its language. religion. and technology. As the total of learned beliefs. values and

customs. including the material elements. serve to regulate the consumption patterns of

r

rnem ber 0 a particular society'
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The sum of the shared attitudes. values and behavior of the group is known as its
culture. Culture is what the group has in common and which divides or distinguishes

them from other groups. Historically. each nation developed its own distinctive culture
protected from outside influences by geographical, language and religious barriers.
Today. on the surface these barriers are being broken down by the ease of travel and
communication across frontiers.
Reference group influences
Tourist behavior is also influenced by the groups which tourists belong. School
groups, business gr~ups and many kinds of peer groups consume tourism together (tour
operators often offer discounts and free places to school teachers and other educational
group leaders for parties over a certain size, because they are aware that educationalists
can act as opinion leaders who initiate group travel. However, reference gro ups are
groups which people may not actually belong to but aspire to be like and, as a result, may
base some of their behav io;. on. People turn to particular groups for their standard of a
judgement. Any person or group-real or imaginary-that serves as a point of reference for
an individual is said to stand as a reference group. It exerts a key influence on the
individual's beliefs, attitudes and choices.
Family influences
The family is a very important reference group in a particular culture. Different
values and expeccations are built in the individual tlu·ough the family. Reference groups
may interact and overlap. Groups that influence general values and development of basic
code of behavior are qualified as normative. while those that serve as points of reference
or influence specific altitudes and behavior are designated as comparative.
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The intlucncs._of Friends and

Rclat~ycs

in Travel Decision-making

Although there are numerous facets involved in the decision-making process, one
area that has begun Lo receive more attention is the issue of who makes the decision
\·Vithin the travel group. This interest stems from a number of factors. First, a tourism
experience appears to be a highly soc ial event. Second, destination and attraction
marketers must design their advertising based on their knowledge of who will be using
the information to make various types of decisions. There would

app~ar

to be a number

reasons why this group should. be considered as a more dynamic element of the decision
process. First, if we, are visiting an area for the first time, it would seem logical that we
might defer al least some of the decision-making to individuals who are more
kl1()\Vledgeable about the destination area. Second, the friends/relatives may in a number
or instances become part of the group visiting a particular attraction.
Crompton ( 1981 ), suggested that friends and/or relatives influence behavior
throughout the relation experience. From the perspective of providing information to
decision-makers. the influence of friends and/or relatives has been well document
(Bultena and Field, 1980; Jenkins, I 984 :Yan Raaij and Francken, 1984).

~

Perceptions and m9tivation:

7fl1Bll~'6\$\I

DI

The perceptual process is a cognitive phenomenon that can be thought of as the
process by which we make sense of the world. Since tourist consumers make decision in
conformity with their own view of reality, their behavior follows from this vievv
(Kassaijian and Robertson, 1968). Then an important beginning toward understanding the
touri st decision-making process is knowledge of perception.
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Berkman and Gilson ( 1986) have distingui sh ing two groups of

!~tctors

that

influence perception. categorized as either stimulus or personal response factors. While
stimul i are basically the characteristics of the stimulus being perceived (e.g. color, shape
or texture) and are hence outer-directed. personal factors are internal and are influenced
by individual interests. needs and motives, expectations, personality and social position.
When exploring the perception of travel, personal response factors have been far harder
to measure scientifically than those relating to a stimulus (Mayo and Jarvis, 1981 ).
Tourist motivation has been dominantly seen in the light of 'push' and 'pull'
factors (Crompton, } 979; Dann, 1977: 1981 ). Push factors have been considered to be
those socio-psychological 111otives that predispose individuals to travel. By contrast, pull
factors are those that attract the potential traveler to a specific destination, once the
decision to travel has been already made. In other words, the push factors have been
always related to the inter/personal consumer 'world', and pull factors to stimuli of
destination. However, Crompton and McKay (1997) have argued that push-pull
conceptualization should be refined by integrating with Iso-Aho la 's(l 982) escapeseeki ng dichotomy. From that perspective, it is possible to interpret the pull force in
terms of intrinsic benefit: they divide both the seeking and escape force into personal and
interpersonal dimensions. Similarly, Gnoth (1997) argues that tourist perceptions and
expectations are influenced by the interaction between two distinguished groups of
motives and motivations. While motives relate to the emotional driving forces,
motivations are related to cognitive situational parameters. Although both forces occur
simultaneously. influencing the form ation of perceptions and consequently expectations.
the later are produced by acquired values within peoples' everyday lives. In contrast to
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emotional urges and drives. such motivations are outer-directed, cognition-dominant.
targeting particular objeccs (e.g. destinations, services. experiences) and are measurable.
Gnoth goes rurther and suggests that contextual. socio-economic, cultural and situati ona l
[nfluences are tourists can choose an environment suitable to fit their motives and
preferences. Those values and attitudes which come to bear on choices relating to
destinations, activities. transport, and other tourism facilitators can be distinguished
accordi ng to their amount of cognition vs. emotion they contain.

Personality ~

attitude

\\JERS/

Personality types have a mn:1or influence on the nature of vacations, activities.
style. o rganization, souvenirs and formulae (Decrop, 2000). Personality is considered a
rdlection of the inner self, in most social situations, much of a person's true personality
is hidden or masked by socially acceptable behavior and gestures. It could be defined as
the reflection (because it's the visible ·part of one's character as it impresses others) of a
person 's enduring and unique characteristics that urge him/her to respond in persistent
ways lo rec urring environmental stimuli (Decrop, l 999a). Nature of the trip itself reflects
the personalities of travelers. A family can make very personal decisions about a number
of variables: the destination, the model of travel, the length of stay, and the activities.
These decisions could be seen as reflecting the personality of family members. On the
other hand, factors such as expense. popularity of destinations, and pressure from fam ily
and friends may blunt some of the influences the personality could have on the vacation
decision-making process. Several personality traits could influence to uri sm especially
vaca ti on travel (Dimension of Touri sm. 1991 ).
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Attituck is a predisposition, created by !earning and experience, to respond in a
consistent way towards an object such as a product. This predisposition can be favorable
or unfavorable (lvloutinho L.. 2000). Fredgen defined that the attitudes are intellectuaL
emotional. and behavior responses to events, things, and persons which people learn
overtime. Attitudes are generally considered to have three components;
,- The cognitive component is sometimes called the belief or knowledge

component, consisting of the beliefs and opinions bases on some

ev~dence,

that individual holds about something (a place, an experience, another).
,- The

~1ffective
'

component reiers to the feelings and emotions about the

destination or service and implies judgment on the basis of emotion.
,- The behavioral component is the action tendency that can have a favorable

or unfavorable character (Hoyer and Macimmis, 1997).
Learning

.,_..

-

When a person required knowledge, experiences, and skills that result in changed

behavior. learning has taken place. Learning can be thought of as "a change or
modification in behavior as a result of experience".

Wahab, Crampon and Rothficld Theory
Wahab. Crampon and Rothfield { 1976), presented the consumer as purposeful and

conceptualized his or her buying behavior in terms of the uniqueness of the buying
decision:

• No tangible return on investment:
• Considerable expenditure [n relation to earned income;

•

Purchase is not spontaneo us or capricious: and

•

Expenditure involves saving and preplanning.

Model

or decision-making

process based upon the preceding ' grand models · of

consumer behavior and hav ing the stages as follow:

Initial

Conceptual
---.
framework
alternatives

_

____,~..

Forecast of
con seq ue1\ces

~

Fact

---.
gathering

~Cost-benefit

of

~

Definition of

Design of

assumptions

stimulus

Decision

---1~
..

Outcome

alternatives

Figure -~ .4 : The Wahab, Crampon and Rothfield model of consumer behavior .

.,_,
Schmoll Theory

r-

Schmoll ( 1977), argued that travel decision-making is built upon motivations,
desires. needs and expectations as personal and social determinants of travel behavior.
These are influenced by travel stimuli. the traveler's confidence, destination image,
previous experience and cost and time constraints. There are four fields, each of which
exerts some inn uence over the final decision; according to Schmoll ( 1977), the eventual
decision (choice of a destination, travel time. type of accommodation, type of travel
arrangements. etc.). is in fact the result of a distinct process involving several successive
stages or fields.
Field I: Travel stimuli. This comprises external stimuli in the form of promotional
communication. personal and trade recommendations.

.~

:··

Field 2: Persona l and social determinants. These determine customer goals in the
form of trave l needs and desire, expectations and the objective and subjective risks
thought to be connected with travel.
Field 3: External variables. These involve the prospective traveler's confidence in
the service provider, destination image, learnt experience and cost and time constraints.
Field 4 : This consists of related characteristics of the destination or service that
have a bearing on the decision and its outcome.
The Schmoll model (figure 2.5), suggests that purchase decisions are the result of
the interaction of 1~ur fields of influence, which are both internal and external to the
tourists. ft also stresses the important effect that the tourist's own perceptions have on the
final purchase decisio n.

-

")
_)

Travel stimuli
e.g.
Advertising
and travel
literature

Characteristics
and features of
the service
destination e.g.
range of
attractions
offered and
cost/value

Consumer

Personal
determinants
of travel
behavior e.g.
personal ity
factors,
atti tu des and
values

External
variables e.g.
confidence in
travel trade
intermediaries.

Figure 2.5: The Schmoll model of the travel decision process.
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Figure 2.6: A model of the destination choice processes for pleasure travel
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Um and _ Cro~n Theory
From a model of the destination choice processes for pleasure travel (figure 2.6).
Urn and Crompton, l 990 can be stated as:

Awareness Set
Crompton ( 1979) refers the initial awareness of all places as considering the
preferred destinations of your dreams. These preferred locations reflect ideal destinations
and are in part fantasies or daydreams. The kinds of locations initially considered-in this
way reflect the trio of external stimuli. Um and Crompton use the following terms:
•

Significative•stimuli: people's previous experiences with a destination.

•

Symbolic stimuli: the text and images from promotional and media sources.

•

Social stimuli: other people's travel information and accounts.

Internal Input
Considering destinations is interrupted by the reality of situational constraints.
The internal or personal inputs of the would-be traveler influence the travel choice in two

.

ways.
•

"'

The individual's motives, values and attitudes a filter or preference-sorting
mechanism among the many destinations in the awareness set.

•

A second kind of internal input operates. Despite enthusiasm for traveling to any
destination. personal characteristics such as health, employment obligations and
level of incomes limit the travel options. Importantly, the needs and values of
family members enter into the equation.
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Motivation
Motivation is one of the major concepts analyzed in an attempt to und(:rstand
tourist behavior (Ross & Iso-Aho!a. 1991 ). This concept is often linked to search for
situation and objective, which fulfill these needs (Gnoth, 1997). An individual's motives
influence the level and extent of participation in physical activities (Ruskin & Shamir.
1984). The motivational variables are also related to the travelers' values and vacation
styles. Zi ns ( 1999) suggested that travelers with distinct values, travel motivations. and
preferences for vacation activities were also characterized by different vacation styles.
Personality
A personality determines the presence of intrinsic motivations (Ingham, 1986).
The personality is the expression of enduring inner psychological characteristics which
govern how a particular individual responds to his own inner nee.ds and to the influence
of others. The individuals who are "leisure-link" are intrinsically motivated (for their own
sake, any reward obtained is purely internal) than those who are extrinsically motivated
(money, social approval, punishment) (Ingham, 1986). Personality determines activities
patterns. Howard (1976) correlated personality measures based on preferences for leisure
activity patterns. Personality differences are related significantly to activity preferences.
It was founded that extroverts and introverts preferred different activities. Extroverts
preferred highly social activities such as parties, needed to have people around them.
liked change, and were easy-going. Introverts tended to be shy, preferred a well-ordered
lifestyle. avo ided social activities and excitement. and were cautious (Eysenck. 1967.
1981 ).

Evoked Set
Urn and Cro mpton defined the specific destinations or tourist produc ts that a
tourist will consider in making a purchase choice are known as the evoked set. Within the
evoked set, different types of sets have to be taken into account in the various stages of a
decision:
•

The total set comprises all possible tourist alternatives· in a particular tourist
product category that are available in the market, even if the touri st is not aware
of them or cannot recall them .

•

The

unawar<.fness

set is composed of all the total tourist product alternatives that

the tourist is not aware of in the market.
•

Within the awareness set, one can find all the alternatives that the tourist can
recall at a certain point in time.

•

Among all the product alternatives that the tourist may recall, only some of them
will be considered important in a purchase situation, and this will make the
consideration set.

•

Some of the alternatives may be important but can be considered infeasible, i.e.
due to financial constraints Cil"!feasible or inept set).

•

Within the choice set, one will find only those alternatives that wi ll be subjected
to a ·mental weight evaluation', in terms of the attributes considered i rnpo rtant to
the tourist and his or her belief that some of them can deliver the expected
benefits.

•

Based on thi s eval uation process, some of the alternatives wi ll be placed in the
non-choice set.
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Finally. the decision set will determine the overall best alternatives to purchase.

External Input
As illustrated in Figure 2.6, the evoked set represents a summary of the internal

input processes \Vorking on the awareness set. From many lists of initial alternatives. the
traveler is likely to contemplate a final short-list of three or four options. External
information may" be actively sought at this point. A further consideration of constraints
specific to each destination may be necessary, and then the choice is made. Travelers are
sensitized to or esp~cially mindful of the destination to be visited and are more likely to
read newspaper articles about that destination and listen to travelers' tales about the area.
External Information Search

External information sources are employed by tourists and form the basis for travel
decision-malcing.
Gathering tourist information- information sources
Information important is a significant determinant of both pre-purchase and on gorng
external search. Furthermore, external search and the balance of pre-purchase search
activities are also influenced by enduring involvement and previous experience (Perdue,
1993 ). In general. sources of external information search can be classified in terms of
whether ini\mnation comes from personal or impersonal communication (Engel et al.,

1995). Personal information sources and mass media are related in several ways. For
example. tourism indicated that mass media (such as tourist advertising and brochures)
are consulted most in the beginning, and personal media (such as salespersons. friends.
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personal advice) arc mainly used at a latter stage of the vacation planning (Van Raaij and
Francken. l 984).

Tourism brochures and other sources of mass media initially play a significant

role in determining choice of recreation and vacation destinations. Because consumers
understand that the purpose of these mass media is to persuade as well as to inform, they
discount the value of this 'biased' information and seek to verify its authenticity (Maute
and Forrester, 1991 ). The phenomenon is reflectec:t in the fact that people in the vacation
group usually share in the information search process, and often several sources of
information are cot}Sti!ted in planning a trip. In general, the vacation search process
involves one or more individuals along with a variety of sources for a multiple set of
decisions (Snepenger et al, 1990). With regard to vacation decision-making it is found
that social information sources are the most important. These facts are in line with.

Murray 's (1991) conclusion that service consumers prefer the opinions and experiences
of other comparable indi viduals in making service purchase decisions.

In conclusion that the traveler can obtain information from external several
sources include:
•

Personal so urces: family, friends, neighbors, and acquaintances.

•

Commercial sources: advertising, salespeople, dealers, packaging displays.

•

Public sources: restaurant reviews, editorials in the travel section, consumer-rating
organizations.
The relative influence of information so urces vanes with the product and the

buying. Generally. tourists receive the most in fo rmation about a product from
commercial sources. those dominated by the marketer. The ri.1ost influential so urces.

ho'vvever. tend to be personal. Commercial sources normally inform the buyer, but
personal sources legitimize or evaluate for her. By gathering information, tourists
increase their awareness and knowledge of variable choices and product features.
There are many kinds of travel decisions in addition to selecting a destination.
Most of the existing models focus on place or location selection. The core features of the
Um and Crompton model. tracked in the diagram by pursuing in the center and relating
the process of decision-making to the features that influence it.
However, Horner and Swarbrooke ( 1996), illustrated the factors influencing the
holiday dccision-maJ<ing as shown in the figure 2.7:

Internal to the tourist
Personal
motivators

External to the tourist
Availability of
suitable products

. f.>~rsonality

Advice of
travel agents

Disposable
income •

Information obtained
from destinations,
tourism organizations
and travel media

Health

Word-of-mouth
recommendation of
friends and family
Political
restrictions
on travel
e.g. visa
requirements,
war and
cases of
civil strife

Work
commitments
Past
experience

Hobbies and
interests
Existing knowledge
of potential holidays
UfestylJ
Attitudes, opinions
and perceptions

The climate/
destination
of regions

Health problems
and vaccination
requirements in
destination
Special
promotions
and offers
from tourism
organizations

Figure 2.7: Factors influencing the holiday decision.
Soui·cc

: Horner and Swarbrooke ( 1996).
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_Empirical Finding
The other prev ious empirical researches are considered to be the seco ndary data
lor this research. Since. they are data gathered through such readily available sources

(Sekaran. 1992).
Emgle. Kegerreis and Blackwell ( 1969) have indicated that friends and relatives
are the recipients of product information from word of mouth communication.
May ( 1965) has indicated that personal contacts with friends, relatives or
neighbors or professional are frequently used as sources of information.
Murphy ( 1996) reported that over half of the independent travelers made their
choice of destination at least four months before departure.

~

Morrison (1 996) has indicated that most actual tourists are operating in unfamiliar
territory, and a wrong decision could be financially and personally expensive. This
stress can be reduced by reliable, credible information: it is a repeated finding of
tourism studies that advice from trusted friends and relatives is high on the list of
valued information.
Sharp and Mott ( 1997) had argued that decision-making was shared, with
differing levels of responsibility depending on the specific nature of particular
projects.
The joint decisions between husband and wife were more likely in more income
famili es than low-income families.

CHAPTER3
CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
Section 3.1: Conceptual Framework of the study
Independent Variables

Dependent Variables

Demographic·
Characteristics o
Thai Tourists
•

. Gender

•

Age

•

Education

•

Occupation

•

Income

Factors considered for
Domestic Cultural
Attractions
r

Amenities

r

Accessibility

Decision-making
Process concerning
Domestic Cultural
Attractions

--,. Safety
r

Expenditure

,.. Source of information
r

Image

Figure 3.1: lndicatc the rch1tionship of the independent variables and the
dependent

va~·iablcs

of the study.
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Analysis of Research Study Variables
There were two sets of variables in the conceptual framework;
I. Independent variables ~ A. Demographic Characteristic of the respondents.

B. Factors affecting the decision-making process.

2. Dependent variables ----.. Decision-making process concerning domestic
cultural attractions.

Section 3.2: Definition of"the Variables

I.Independent Vl~riables
A. Demographic Characteristic of the respondents
As independent variables mentioned in this research framework, there are many
independent variables. Among these independent variables, five sub-independent
variables have been chosen as derpographic characteristics of tourists that are following:
Gender
Age
Education
Occupation
Income

GenQ.er: Psychology, the characteristics, whether biologically or socially influenced, by
which people defined male and female. Because "sex" is a biological category, social
psychologists often refer to biologically based gender differences as "sex differences".
There are more similarities than differences between the sexes in terms of leisure
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participation rates. Overall. participation rates in leisure activities do not differ between
men and women. although many women engage in slightly fewer activities than do men.
As might be expected, nonworking women have slightly higher participation rates than
do employed women. There is a clear difference between the sexes in terms of preferred
activities. Women are more involved in cultural activities, and men lead in outdoor
recreation, playing and watching sports (The Tourism System, 1992).

A~:

It is obvious that age affects recreational and vacation choices (Bennett M.M. and

Seaton A.V.) The reJationship between tourism and age has two components-the amount
of leisure time available relative to age and the type and extent of activities undertaken at
various age levels. The amount of leisure time available changes curvilinear, the younger
and older age groups having proportionately more leisure time.
There appears to several differences between patterns of travel based on age. This
may also be influenced by other socioeconomic factors. In analyzing-the impact of age on
travel and tourism, the generational influence must be considered (The Tourism System,
1992). As one commentator of Frenkel, 1992: 111 has observed that new mature travelers
are better traveled, more highly educated and in better physical and financial condition
than their predecessors. They will be more demanding of the unique and more demanding
of convenience. For these travelers, vacations are opportunities to pamper themselves
\Vith treatment and surroundings they have not realized in their day-to-day lives.

Education: The stro ng correlation between educations as it relates to income has been
well established. Independent of income, however, the level of education that an
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indtvidual has tends to influence the type of leisure and travel pursuits chosen. The
amount of education obtained will most likely determine the nature of both the work and
leisure time activities. By widening one 's horizons of interest and enjoyment. education
influences the type of activities undertaken. Education itself can serve as the primary
reason for travel.

Occupation: The nature of the occupation influences destination choice. Sometimes, this

effect is mediated by the vacation period (a teacher can only travel in July and August).

Income: Income is obviously an important inhibiting factor in shaping the demand for

travel. Not only does travel itself entail a certain cost, the traveler must pay fo r services
rendered at the destination as well as have money to engage in various activities during
the trip. Generally speaking, higher income is associated with higher education, with ·
certain jobs, and with certain age groups. Total family income has risen steadily as more
wives have entered the labor force. The fact that family income has risen will have an
effect upon tourism demand. Yet the fact that more families have two spouses in the labor
force will also affect the shape of tourism demand.

al
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B. Factors considered for selecting domestic cultural attractions.
Amenities: Amenities can be categorized as accommodations, restaurants, entertainment

facilities and other services such as car rental firms and shops required by touri sts. If the
infrastructure is inadequate, both tourists and local inhabitants will suffer, consumer
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dissatisfaction will be high and the full potential of the superstructure might not be
realized (Longman, 2000).

Accessibilitv: Tourists have been traveling by various modes-from on foot or walking to

riding in a supersonic aircraft. Tourism and transportations are inexorably linked. As
world tourism increases, additional demands will be placed on the transportation sectors.
Ease of access to destination is also crucial (Tourism, 2000).

Safety: The safety of the destination and assurance of reliable travel conditions appeared

important. Safety is' become the important factors affecting the individual's decisionmaking. Safety is both in physical and property (Woodside, 2000).'

Expenditure: The amount of money that is spent while traveling. Expenditure includes

transportation (broken down by mode, if desired), accommodation (including camping
fee, park entrance fees), food and beverages (meal), convention or registration fees and
other entertainment, souvenirs, and other purchases (Tourism, 2000) .

•
Source of information: The source of information can refer to either:

•

The news media and

•

Advertising media, in other words, the media in which advertisements may be
placed (Swarbrooke J. & Horner S .. 1999)

Image:

[t

may be thought of as an average of the concepts of the area held by traveler or

would-be travel. An image may be unique with respect to each individual traveler (Uel
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Blank. 1989). Images can be used to counter negative. and enhance positive. perception
of products, places and peoples (Morgan N. and Prichard A., 1999).

2.Jndependent Variables
Decision-making process concerning domestic cultural attraction: is the process that
starts from the tourists want to travel for the domestic cultural attractions, their search for
information, evaluate of alternatives, choice, and post purchase analysis.

Section 3.3:

Res~arch

Hypotheses

Hypotheses are conjectural statements of the relationship between two or more
variables that carry clear implications for testing the stated relations (Davis, 1996). They
are research tools to further define research problems. In this study, two main blocks of
indepen_dent variables are hypothesized against dependent variables. The study tests the
following hypotheses:
a) Demographic Characteristics Vs the decision-making process.
b) Factors considered for selecting domestic cultural attractions Vs the
decision-making process.

at1'5'6\@\S

a) Demographic Characteristics Vs the decision-making process.
Ho 1. There is no relationship between gender of Thai tourist and decision-making
process for selecting domestic cultural attractions.
Hal. There is a relationship between gender of Thai tourists and decision-making for
selecting domestic cu! tura! attractions.
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Ho2. There is no relationship betvveen age of Thai tourists and decision-making
process for selecting domestic cultural attractions.
Ha2. There is a relationship between age of Thai tourists and decision-making process
fo r se lecting domestic cultural attractions.

Ho3. There is no relationship between education of Thai tourists and decision-making
process for selecting domestic cultural

attraction~.

Ha3. There is a relationship between education of Thai tourists and decision-making
process for se l ~cting domestic cultural attractions.

I-Io4 . There is no rel ationship between occupation of Thai tourists and decision-making
process for selecting domestic cultural attractions.
Ha4 . There is a relationship between occupation of Thai tourists and decision-making
., :;·

process for selecting domestic cultural attractions.

Ho5 There is no relationship between_ income of Thai tourists and decision-making
process for selecting domestic cultural attractions.
Ha5. There is a relationship between income of Thai tourists and decision-making
process for selecting domestic cultural attractions.

b) Factors influencing Vs the decision-making process.

l-!06. There is no relationship between amenities and decision-making process for

selecting domestic cultural attractio ns.
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Ha6. There is a relationship between amenities and decision-making process for selecting
domestic cultural attractions.

Ho7. There is no relationship between accessibility and decision-making process for
selecting domestic cultural attractions.
Ha7. There is a relationship between accessibility and decision-making process for
selecting domestic cultural attractions.

Ho8. There is no rel~tionship between safety and decision-making process for selecting
domestic cultural attractions.
Ha8. There is a relationship between safety and decision-making process for selecting

-

domestic cultural attractions.

~

Ho9. There is no relationship between expenditure and decision-makii1g process for
selecting domestic cultural attraction.
Ha9. There is a relationship between expenditure and decision-making process for
~

selecting domestic cultural attractions.

°"

(Yd$~

01

1Bllelb'

Ho 10. There is no relati onship between source of information and decision-making
process for selecting domestic cultural attractions.
Ha 10. There is a relationship between source of information and decision-making process
for selecting domestic cultural attractions.
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Ho 11. There is no relationship between image and decision-making process for selecting
domestic cultural attractions.
Ha I 1. There is a relationship between image and decision-making process for selecting
domestic cultural attractions.
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CI-IAPTER 4
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

Research methodology is defined as the part of the body of the report that
explains the research design, sampling procedures, and other technical procedures used
for collecting the data (Zikmund, 1997).

Section 4.1: Research Method

\"

ER sIr

The technique employed in this research study is sample survey method, which
is the most flexible method of data collection as it is easy to provide and interpret by
computer. Information is gathered by communicating with a representative sample of
people. Survey is the most common method in generating primary data. This technique
explores the primary data collection based on communication with a representative
sample of individual by using Questionnaire. By this method, the researcher can give
questionnaires to respondents directly (Neuman, 2000). Survey questions can obtain
inquiry about the subject that is exclusively internal to the respondents which is
appropriated for tourists' attitudes and intention. Respondents are asked a variety of
questions regarding their behavior, attitudes, awareness, demographic and lifestyle
characteristics. This survey allows the researcher to study and describe massive
population. It means the survey provides relative low costs, minimal time and an accurate
means of assessing information about the population (Zikmund, 1997).
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Both data collection from pnmary and secondary sources will he used. The
primary data means the data collection from Thai tourists in Bangkok and perimeter by
using questionnaire and answered self-administered questionnaires. The secondary data
means to find a data from several sources, which included academic textbooks, Internet.
ABAC library, the tourism journeys in the library, including information from TAT.

Section 4.2: Research Instrument
The researcher considers using a "Self-administered structured Questionnaire"
which the responde1its can express to fill the questionnaire freely without interference by
the interviewer (Refer to 4.3. I).

Section 4.3: Sampling Design
The ta_rget respondents are chosen and the target population where they are
selected is unknown. This research mainly concentrated on the " Non- Probability
Sampling (judgment sampling) " which is defined as a sampling technique that the units
of the sample is selected on the basis of personal judgments and convenience, the
probability of any particular member of the population being chosen is unknown
(Zikmund, 1997).

4.3.l. Target Population
Target population is defined as the units m the population that the researcher
wishes to target for studying (Neuman, 2000). Sekaran ( 1992) stated that population
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refers to the enti re group of people. events or things of interest that the researcher wi.shes
to investigate. The target population is comprised of 4 areas as following:
,.. Sampling element: Thais males and females aged 21 years old or above.

(They may be Bangkok residents. including working in Bangkok.).
,.. Sampling unit: SEACON Square Complex (Department Store),

Srinakarin Road, Prakanong district, Bangkok.
,.- Extent: Bangkok, Thailand.
;- Duration time: September, 2002.

SEACON Square Complex is the sampling unit for this research because there are
various types of Thais people coming to this department store. They have many levels of
ages, income, education, or occupation. It's easy and convenient to fill the questionnaire.
Because people in Bangkok always go out to have a vacation whe11 they have a holiday or
long weekend, it's suitable to select people in Bangkok to be the respondents.

4.3.2. Pre-testing

The researcher was conducted a pretest for the purpose of determining problems
in the questionnaire by using 25 copies of questionnaires to the random respondents. The
research examined the questionnaire to looked for evidence of ambiguous questions and
respondents' misunderstanding and whether the questions mean the same as to all
respondents in terms of wording, meaning of language. question transforming, continuity
and flow. sequence. structure, etc.
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4.3.3. Sampling Size
Population of Thailand is 62,932.516 and population in Bangkok is 5,726.203 in
the year of 2001

(2 ,776.975males,

2,949,228

females)

(Department of Local

Administration Ministry of Interior). The population in Prakanong district is l 00.497
(47,499 males, 52.998 females) (Information from Department of Logical Affair).
According to the sampling technique of this study is non-probability sampling. So 200
observations is suitable sample size as Malhotra, N. K. ( 1999) indicated in the table 4 . I.

Tvpes ofSt1!.!!J!..

Typical Range

Minimum Size

,A
Problem identification research

500

1,000-2,500

Problem solving research

200

300-500

Product tests

200

300-SOO

Test marketing studies

200

300-500

TV/radio/print advertising

150

200-300

Test market audits
Focus groups

11,~

-:1J?ri1a

10 stores

*

6 groups

l 0-20 stores
10-15 groups

Table 4.1: Sample sizes used in Marketing Research studies.
Source: Malhotra. N. K. ( 1999).
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Section 4.4: Data Analysis Technique
Types of measurement scales
Data for analysis resulting from the measurement of one or more variables. it is
important to know which type of scale is represented by the data since each type adds
special characteristics to the study. and also different statistics are appropriate for the
different scales of measurement. This research used only two types of measurement
scales: Nominal scale and Ordinal scale, which are described as following;

•:• Nominal scale
Nominal scaJe represents the lowest level of measurement. Such a scale classifies
persons or objects into two or more categories. Whatever the basis for classification, a
person can only be in one category, and members of a given category have a common set
of characteristics. For identification purposes, categories are sometimes numbered from 1
to however many categories there are (Gay and Diehl, 1996).

•:• Ordinal scale
Ordinal scale not only classifies subjects but also ranks them in terms of the
degree to which they possess a characteristic of interest. In other words, an ordinal scale
puts the subjects in order from highest to lowest, from most to least. Although ordinal
scales do indicate that some subjects are higher, or better, than others, they do not
indicate how much higher or how much better (Gay and Diehl, 1996).
Afi:er the necessary data was collected, the returned questionnaires was encoded
and interpreted by the Statistical Package for Social Science (SPSS) and analyzed in
terms of frequency, distributions, and means. All statistical procedures are performed by
the computer software package to ensure accuracy and minimize costs. In order to predict
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the values for a criteri o n variab le (dependent variable) from the values for several
predictor variables (independent variables), descriptive statistics and hypotheses testing
are two stati stical procedures used in this research.

4.4. l.Descriptive Statistics
The first step in data analysis is to describe, or summarize, the data usmg
descriptive stl1;tistics. Descriptive statistics permit the researcher to describe meaningfully
a set of data consisting of many figures with a small number of indices (Gay and Diehl.
1996). Descriptive S}atistics enable researchers to describe the aggregation of raw data in
numerical terms (Neuman, 2000). Descriptive statistics involve the use of unvaried,
divaricates and multivariate analysis. These methods incorporate the use of frequ ency
distributions, percentage tables and measures of central tendency (Jenning, 2001 ). It is
used for describing the primary data about the sample frequency table and percentage in

.
the primary data about demographic characteristics.

4.4.2. Hypotheses Testing

Spearman 's rank correlation coefficient
Testing of hypothes is is conducted by employing divaricated correlation statistics,
Spearman 's rank correlation coefficient. The Speannan's rank correlation is the
appropriate measure of correlation when the data for one of the variable is expressed as
ranks instead of scores or intervals. It is thus appropriate when the data is represented on
ordinal scale (although it may be used with interval data), and is used when the median
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and quartile deviation are used. The statistics appropriate for ordinal data are referred to
as non-parametric statistics (Gay and Diehl, 1996).
C!ti-sq1wre Test

Chi-square test is a non-parametric test of significance appropriate when the data

1s m the form of frequency counts occurring in two or more mutually exclusive
categories. It is used for testing the independence of independent and dependent variables
(Gay and Diehl, 1996).
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CHAPTERS
DATA ANALYSIS
This chapter presents the findings and the results from the research methodology
m Chapter 4. It covers the demographic characteristics data, factors affecting the
decision-making process about domestic cultural attractions as well as tests of
hypotheses. Section I shows the descriptive statistics and section 2 the hypotheses
testing result. This research has been conducted with 200 questionnaires at SEACON
Square, Srinakarin Road, Prakanong district, Bangkok.

Section 5.1: Descriptive Statistics
Table 5.1: Frequency Distribution of gender of the respondent.
Frequency

Percentage

Male

89

44.5

Female

11 l

55.5

200

100.0

Total

What is your gender?
4.5%

55.5%

rrt.I M.alc

I Dfem:olc
Figure 5.1: Frequency Distribution of Gender.

Table 5.1 (Figure 5.1) shows the gender of respondents of the research. It
composes of 89 males and 11 I females or computed as 44.5% and 55.5% of the total
sample. This signifies that majority respondents in this research are female.
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Table 5.2: Frequency Distri bu ti on of age of the respondent.
··---·

~----·-··--·------

Frcquenc)

Percentage

-1 __ years old

42

2 l.O

126-30 years old

36

18.0

31-35 years old

43

2 l.5

36-40 years old

40

20.0

41-50 years old

34

17.0

More than 50 years old

5

2.5

200

100.0

1

Total
\Vliat is your age?

25

21.5

21

20

18

20

17

IS
10

2.5

o .....~.mlJB~Mbm!ldin~. .~fly21-2s yea"26-30 ycar.:31-JS ycars3<>-40ycors41-50yc:m; More than

old

old

old

old

old

SD ymrnld

Figure 5.2: Frequency Distribution of Age.

Table 5.2 (Figure 5.2) shows the age group of respondents who responded to the
questionnaires. lt is composed of 42 respondents who are between 21-25 years old or

.

equal to 2 I% of total sample. 36 respondents aged between 26-30 years old or equal to
18% of total sample. 43 respondents aged between 31-35 years old or equal to 21.5% of
total sample. 40 respondents aged between 36-40 years old or equal to 20% of total
sample_ 34 respondents aged between 41-50 years old or equal to 17 of total sample. 5
respondents aged more than 50 years old or equal to 2.5% of total sample.
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The respondents whose ages are between 3 l-3 5 years old present the largest
group while the respondents whose ages are more than 50 years old represent the
minority group in th is research.

Table 5.3: Frequency Distribution of education level of the respondent.

Frequency

Percentage

Below Bachelor's degree

33

16.7

Bachelor's degree or equivalent

122

61.6

Master degree or equivalent

42

21.2

I Hioher than Master dearee
b

0.5

b

198

100.0

What is your highest
education level?
Higher than Master degree

··--===--61·6

Bachelors degree or equivalent
Below Bae heloh degree

0

10

20

30

40

so

60

70

*

Figure 5.3: Frequency Distribution of Education.

Table 5.3 (Figure 5 .3) shows the education of respondents. The majority of
respondent's education is Bachelor's degree or equivalent, which is equal to 61.6% of
total sample. The minority of respondent's education is higher than Master degree.
which is equal to 0.5 % of total sample. For Master degree's degree or equivalent, there
are 42 respondents which is equal to 21.2% of total sample and 33 respondents whose
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education is below Bachelor's degree. which

1s

equal

16. 7%> of total sample

Lo

respectively.

Table 5.4: Frequency Distribution of occupation of the respondent.
Frequency

Student

26

13.0

Government officer

31

15.5

Business employee

65

32.5

State Enterprise

32

16.0

Business owner

29

14.5

5

2.5

12

6.0

Housewife

~\~\\J ERtR

Others
.......

Percentage I

-~- ·- --- ··-

\)

Total

-

200

r

100.0

J

\Xlh:it is vour oc cu1ntion?
32.5'

35

30
25. '
20
15

16

15.5

13

14.5

JO
5
0

"s"

~

E '-="v
"c 0
;>

~

l?

~ "
">.
c
.§""' 0..

<A

5

~
· ;:;

~ 0..
v; t;

c

w

v.
~

"

·~

"

<tl

t;

"
~

0

~
·~

~
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0

~
~

J:
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Figure 5.4: Frequency Distri bu ti on of Occupation.

Table 5.4 (Figure 5.4) shows the occupation of respondents. The largest of
respondent's occupation is Business employee (65 respondents or 32 % of total sample).
The minority is Housewife (5 respondents or 2.5 % of total sample). In additions. State
Enterprise (32 respondents or 16 % of total sample). Government officer (31
respondents or l 5.5 % of total sample). Business owner (29 respondents or 14.5 % of
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total sample). Students (26 respondents or 13 % of total sample), and other occupation
(12 respondents or 6 % of total sample).

Table 5.5: Frequency Distribution of average tota I income per month of the respondent.

Frequency

Percentage

Less than 5,000Baht or equal

17

8.6

5,001-15,000$aht

58

29.3

15,001-25,000Baht

37

18.7

25,001-35,000Baht

25

12.6

33

16.7

28

14.1

198

100.0

35,001-45,000Baht

I

More than 45,000Baht
Total

- - - ··\\1h:lt

is your :\vcr:1g1: total im:ome

per nrnnth?

)

30
25 '

20 ,.
15

JO

5
0
Less tban
5,000

5,00115,000

lS.OOl2S,OOO

25,001 ·

35,000

35,001·
45,000

More lhan
45,000

or equal

Bahf

BM

Baht

Bahl

Bab+

Baht

*

Figure 5.5: Frequency Distribution of Income.

Table 5.5 (Figure 5.5) shows the monthly income of respondents. The largest
group of respondent's income in this research is between 5,00 1-15,000Baht (29.3 % of
total sample). The minority of respondent's income is less than 5,000Baht or equal (8.6
% of total sample).
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In addition. 37 respondents (18.7%) have income between 15.001-25.00C'iaht.
25 respondents {12.6%) have income between 25.001-35,000Baht. 33 responde: :s
( 16. 7%) have income between 35.001-45,000Baht. 28 respondents ( 14.1 %) have income
more than 45,000Baht.

Table 5.6: Frequency Distribution of which cultural attraction do you prefer to visit?
Frequency

Percentage

Historical

52

26.0

Religious

14

7.0

Artistic

30

15.0

Architecture

36

18.0

Life style

68

34.0

200

100.0

Total
Which rnltural ;itrraction do you prefer to visit?

0

lO

20

30

40

figure 5.6: Frequency Distribution of the type of domestic cultural attraction.

The statistical analysis in Table 5.6 (Figure 5.6) about the type of domestic
cultural attraction the respondent prefer to visit highlights that the largest group of total
sample (34%) prefer to visit attractions related to Life style in Thailand. The second is
Historical attraction (26%). Third is Architectural attraction ( 18%). 30 Artistic or equal
Lo

15% of total sample and 14 Religious or equal to 7% of total sample respectively.
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Table 5.7: Frequency Distribution of what is the main purpose for selecting specified
cultura l attractions.
Frequency

Percentage

To ga in more Knowledge

90

45.2

To perform any re ligious activity

6

3.0

To participate in any cultural activity

7

3.5

To relax exc lusively

96

48.2

199

100.0

Total
·· -~

What is the main purpose for
select" specified cultural
To rd»:

,.,

~xdusi~·cly

~·

.-..

,,,.

•

.... l

• •••;;.;,.._,_.,

48·2

To p.artil.'.i1X'1t
in :my cuhur.tl
;t\:'1ivity
To perform ""Y
r~ligious ai;tivity

To Kain OH)t'I!
Knowledge
0

10

20

30

40

Figu re 5.7: Frequency Distribution of the main purpose of selecti ng.

The statistical analysis in Table 5.7 {Figure 5.7) about· the main purpose of
se lecting the domestic cultural attractions highlights that the largest group or 48.2 % of
total sample have the re laxations exc lusively as the main purpose for selecti ng cu ltural
attractions to relax exclusively. It is also observed that 45.2 % of total sample have the
purpose to gain more knowledge. 3.5 % of total sample want to participate in any
cu ltural aclivity and 3 % of total sample to perform any re ligious activity.
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Table 5.8: Frequency Distribution of what sources of information do you search for
selecting cultural attractions. (Can choose more than I)
Frequency

Percentage

Newspaper

25

6.8

Travel magazine

136

36.8

Travel Agent

32

8.6

Web-site1Internet

83

22.4

Personal Friends and Family members

87

23.5

Others

7

I. 9

370

100.0

Total

'W11at sources oi infonnation do you scan;h for sck1:ting a
rnltural site/ attr:lcrion?
40

35
30

3 .8

~
22.4

25

23.5

20

15
10

1.9

5
0
NcMp.lp<r

Tr.i""I
nl.'lg.u.int

Tmvd Aj:cm

W<b-sitd
lntc:mcl

P•rson.il
Fiiends•nd
F"nily

O:heB

11ltmbc1-s

*

*

Figure 5.8: Frequency Distribution of the source of information.

The statistical analysis in Table 5.8 (Figure 5.8) about the sources of information
respondent search for when they want to make the decision highlights that travel
magazine is the source of information search for the largest group of respondents which
is equal to 36.8 % of total sample. The information is searched by 23.5 % respondents
through personal friends and family members, 22.4 % respondents through websiteinternet. 8.6 % respondents through travel agent. 6.8 % respondents through newspaper
and I. 9 % respondents through other sources of infonnation.
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Table 5.9: Frequency Distribution

or respondent's

search information from prev ious

source .
Frequency

Percentage

I

lt provide authentic information

7

3.5

I1

It provide dependable information

53

26.5

It properly design your schedule

25

12.5

lt helps you in achieving your objective

57

28.5

It he lps to cut cost and save time

58

29.0

200

100.0

I

Total

Why respondent se.1rch the prcviour source ?
30 •

25
20
15
10
5
0

It provide

authentic

lt pmvidc
dc:pendablc

inform:uion

in(ormat lon

lt properly
design your
schedule

It helps you

in achieving
your objeccivc:

It helps ro
cut cost and
S:lVc:timc:

Figure 5.9: Frequency Distribution of respondent's search of infonnation from

the previous source.

The statistical analysis in Table 5.9 (Figure5 .9) highlights that the largest group
of respondents prefers to search information from previous sources because it helps
them cutting cost and save time (29 % of total sample). But a minority of respondent
(3.5 % of total sample) prefers to search information from the previous sources because
it prov ides authentic information to them . It is also observed that 28.5 % of total sampl e
prefer that as it he lped them in achiev ing their objectives. 26.6 % of total sample prefer
tbat as it provide rhern dependable information and 25 respondents ( 12.5% of total
sample) prefer thar as it properly design their schedule.
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Table 5.10: Frequency Distribution of beyond the sources of information, who else
influences your dee is ion to select cultural attractions.
Frequency

Percentage

Yourself

59

29.5

Husband/Wife

34

17.0

Parents

15

7.5

Relatives

11

5.5

Friends

67

33.5

14

7.0

200

100.0

Other
·---~~··-

Total

'

Beyond the sources of information, who else
influences your decision to select cultural attraction?
33·5

35
30

25
20
15
10.

5

0

Y0\1rscM

Hmh.md'Wifc

P~irems

Rcl.lli\'CS

Friends

Figure 5.10: Frequency Distribution of any person influencing the decisionmaking process.

The statistical analysis in Table 5.10 (Figure 5.10) about the person else who
in tl uehce respondent's decision-making process about selecting domestic cultural
attractions (beyond the sources of infonnation) high Iights that friends is the other source
for largest group of respondents (33.5 % of total sample) who influence their decisionmaking process in this regard. lt is also observed that the relative is the source for
minority group of respondents (5.5 % of total sample) who influence their decisionmaking process. ln additions themselves influence 29.5 % of total sample. 17 % of total
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sample are husband/wife. 7.5 % of total sam ple are parents and 7 % or total sample find
other groups of persons.

Table 5.11: Frequency Distribution of is availability of specific amenity influences your

decision in selecting cultural attraction.
Frequency

Percentage

Yes

144

72.0

No

56

28.0

- -

---·-·--T-ot_a_l ·------ - ----------.---·-2-0-0_ __,.___TO"tf."o____

Is a"'1ilabi.Iity of sp::cific an-enity influ:~n:es
ymn· <l."Cision insela.iirg a cultrnal site/
atn~tion?

!ID Yes

!Jgure 5.11 Freq uency Distribution of is amenity influence the

The statistical analysis in Table 5. 11 (Figure 5.11) bout the amenity that shows
that influence the deci sion-m aking process about selecting domestic cultural attractions
highlights that the majority or 72 % of total sample consider the availability of amenities
and 28 % of total sample do not consider this.
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Table 5.12: Distribution of if yes, availability of which amenity influences your decision
in selecting cultural attraction.
Frequency

Percentage

Restaurant

40

20.2

Acco111111odation

126

63.6

Souvenir shop

30

15.2

Others

2

1.0

200

100.0

~.

Totnl
·-----

If yes, availability of which amenity

70

influences your decision in selecting
a cultural attraction?
63 ·6

60
50

40

30

20
10
0
Rcstour3nr

Souvenir shop

Figure 5.12 Frequency Distribution of amenity influenced the decision-making
process.

The statistical analysis in Table 5 .12 (Figure 5.12) bout the amen ities that
influence the ·decision-making process in selecting domestic cultural attraction
highlights that 63.6% consider the accommodation. It is also observed that 40% consider
the restaurant, 30% and 2% of respondent consider the souvenir shop and others
respectively. This sign ifies that the respondent consider the accommodation the most.
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Table 5. l3 Frequency Distribution of the accessibility to cultural attraction with specific
mode of transport influences your decision-making process in selecting cultural
attractions.
c ---··--·-- - --·---·---~------- --~- --

--

Frequency

Percentage

Yes

183

91.5

No

17

8.5

200

100.0

Total
-~· ----

·--- ----Is <'K..'Ce>.Si!ilityrrmttualsite/ allla:rimwth
sp:cific ntx'C d:tlalnp:rt i.rlhn:es )Ut· cb:isia ii
se1<Xt.ir.ga<..1ttual site/ J11lxrio-?

y

85

915
Figure 5.13: Frequency Distribution of weather transportation influenced
the dec ision-making process.

The statistical anal ys is in Table 5.13 (Figure 5. 13) about the accessible ness to
cultural attraction with specific mode of transport that influences the decision-making
process in selecting domestic cultural attraction highlights that the maj ority or 91. 5% of
total sample consider the accessibility to domestic cultural attraction and other 8.5% of
total sampl e do not consider thi s.

Table 5.14: Frequency Distribution of the modes of transpo1t influenced the decisionrnaking process in selecting cultural attractions. (Can choose more than 1)

I
I Air

Frequency

Percentage

54

17.9

I

64

Train

34

11.3

Bus

46

15.2

Car

147

48.7

Water

19

6.3

Others

2

0.7

302

100.0

Total

If ~·es, ;Kcess ibiliry by which mx!e of mmsport influences
your decision in sclectiug a cultrn:1l site/ altl:iction?

so

4 .7

{5
40
35

Jb
2S

20
15
10

17.9

'
"
"

,.,..,,
0

15.2

0.7

0

Air

Train

Btll

C'U'

W.Ucr

O:lier.;

Figure 5.14: Frequency Distribution of transportations influenced

the decision-making process.

The statistical analysis in Table 5. J 4 (Figure 5.14) about the mode of transport
that influences the decision-making process in selecting the domestic cultural attraction
highlights that 48.7% prefer to go to the cultural attraction by car. It is also observed that
17.9% by air, 15.2% by bus, 11.3% by train 6.3% by water. and 0.7% by others transport
respectively. This signifies that the respondents consider the car in the most.

Table 5.15: Frequency Distribution of ls availability of safety system influences your

decision-making process in selecting cultural attraction.
Frequency

195
65

E=-- -

---TOi1il" ____

-----··-t--..,2,_., ~. , . .o---t--1~:S---1

l'l a'w'liL-i:ilitvdsifet.yS\stemidlmus
-.,u1·
"
. ~
"'

th.:isim in&.'1e..iirga cdtual site/ :111la:tim
25

P5
oYesoN

.

Figure 5.15: Freq uency Distribution of the safety system

influenced th e decis ion-making process.

The statistical analysis in Tab le 5. 15 (Figure 5. 15) about the avai lability of safety
to influence the decision-mak ing process about selecting the domestic cu ltural
attractions shows that the majority or 97.5 % of total sample consi_der the safety system
and 2.5 % of total sample do not consider this.

Table 5.16: Frequency Distribution of the safety system influences the decision-making

process for selecting cultural attractions.
Frequency
f--="---------·--~

Fire alarm

·-·--···-·--·--··-·-

-

Percentage

- - - ·--···-·- ----- - --

13

6.7

Security Guards

37

-19.l

Tourist Police

13 l

67.5

6

3.1

Sprinkles
Others

3.6
-·-· - - - 19-4----+---100.0 7

Total

66

Which safety systcn influenced
the decision
· making process
about domestic culturnl

Odms

Sprinkles
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Figure 5.16: Frequency Distribution of safety system.

The statistical analysis in Table 5.16 (Figure 5.16) about the safety system that
influence the decision-making process about selecting the domestic cultural attractions
highlights that 67.5% prefer to have tourist police. It is also observed that 19.1 % prefer
to have security guards, 6. 7 % prefer to have fire alarms 3.6% and 3.1 % prefer to have
sprinkles respecti vely. This signifies that the respondent prefer to have tourist police the
most.

*

*

Table 5.17: Frequency Distribution of the amount of expenditure in tluences decision-

making process in selecting domestic cultural attractions.

Yes

I_::

----------~~ta~---

Frequency

Percentage

172

86.0

:o~

__ _ _ _ __ ___ _ _ ___

1 .__ 1 0~~0 J
1
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67
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14

8Yes

Ol'b

Figure 5.17: Frequency Distribution of expenditure that

influenced the decision-making process

The statistical analysis in Table 5.17 (Figure 5.17) about the expend iture that
influences the decision-making process in selecting domestic cultural attractions
highlights that the majority or 86 % consider the expenditure and 14 % do not consider
this.

Table 5.18: Frequency Distribution of does image of cultural site/ attraction in fluences

your decisi on-making process in selecting cultural attraction.
Frequency

Percentage

Yes

181

90.5

No

19

9.5

1--~~~·~-~~~=---:-~~~~~~~~-~~~-:-::--::--·~--t~-:-~-::------i

Total

200

100.0

68
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Figure 5,18: Frequency Distribution of the image influenced the decision-

rnaking process.

The statistical analys is in Table 5.18 (Figure 5. 18) about the images that influence
the decision-making process in selecting the domestic cu ltural attractions high lights that
90.5 % consider the image and 9.5 % do not consider this .

Table 5.19: Frequency Distribution of Rank fo lio.wing factors, from the le vel of
important that influences your decision-making process in selecting cultural attractions.
r ·-----·-·-

1

·--vcry Most ·---·-Most-·1· mporta ~t

I

Important

Important

Somewhat
Important

5.6

14.. 2

24.9

22.8

Accessibi Iity

l4.7

3 1.0

17.3

18.8

Safety

40.6

18.8

25.4

10.7

Source of

14.2

24.9

10.7

5.6

13.2
9. 1

16.2

I l.2
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I
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~
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I

5.6
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I
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I
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Figure 5.19': Frequency Distribution of the rank of factors considered

for selecting domestic cultural attractions.

The statistical analysis in Table 5.19 (Figure 5.19) about the level of importance
of factors that influenced respondent's decision-making process in selecting the
domestic cultural attractions highlights that safety is the very most important factor
(40.6 %) . It is also observed that the second are image and accessibili ty of cultural
attractions (14.7 %). Third is expenditure (14.2 %). Fourth is the source of information
(10.7 %) and the last is amenity (5.6 %) respectively. This signifies that the respondents
consider about the satety the most.
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Section 5.2: Hypothesis Testing Result
a) Demographic Characteristics of Thai tourists Vs the Decision-making
process concerning domestic cultural attractions.
Hypothesis 1: Gender and the decision-making process.

Ho I. There is no relationship between gender of Thai tourist and decision-making
process for se lecting domestic cultural attractions.
Ha I There is a relationship between gender of Thai tourists and decision-making
process for selecting domestic cultural attractions.

Table 5.20: Chi-square tests for two variable genders of Thai tourists and decisionmaking process for selecting domestic cultural attractions.
Test Statistics
Decision-ma
king about
Domestic
Cultural

.120
a. 0 ct:lls (.0%) have expected frequencies less than 5.
The mi11imu1n expected cell frequency is 100.0 .
b. 0 cells (.0%) have t:xpected frequencies less than
5. Tht: mini111u1n expected cell frequency is I 1.9.

Significant level (2-tailed) the significant value of 0.220, which is more than
0.05, it means the alternative hypothesis (Ha) is rejected and the null hypothesis
(Ho) is accepted.

The result from the test confirms that Hypothesis statement I (Ho} means there is
no relationship between gender of Thai tourists and decision-making process for
selecting domestic cultural attractions.
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Hvpothc~~ 2~

Age and the decision-making process.

Ho2. There is no relationship between age of Thai tourist and decision-making
process fo r selecting domestic cultural attractions.
Ha2_ There is a relationsh ip between age of Thai touri sts and decision-mak ing
process fo r selecting domestic cultural attractions.

Table 5.21 : Chi-square tests for two variables age of Thai tourists a nd decisionmaking process for selecting domestic cultural attractions.
Tcsc Statistics

How old

df

Asymp . Sig.

5
.000

Decision-mu
king about
Domestic
Cultural
attractions
15
.000

a. O cells (.0%) have expected frequencies less than
5. The minimum expected cell frequency is 33.3.
b. 0 cells (.0%) have expected frequencies less than
5. The minimum expected cell frequency is I l.9_

Significan t level (2-tailed ) the sig nificant va lue of 0.00, w hich is less than
0.05, it means the n ull hy pothesis (Ho) is rejected and the a lternative hypothesis
(Ha) is accepted.

The result fro m the test con.firms that Hypothesis statement 2 (Ha) means there is
a relati onship

be tw~en

age of Thai tourists and decision-making process for selectin g

domestic cultural attractions.
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Hypothesis 3: Education and the decision-making process.

Ho3. There is no relationship between educati on of Thai tourist and decision-making
process for se lecting domestic cul tura l attractions.
Ha 3. There is a relationship between education of Thai tourists and decis ion-making
process for selecting domestic cultural attractions.

Table 5.22: Chi-square tests for two variable educations of Thai tourists and
decision-making process for selecting domestic cultural attractions.
T~st Sta tistics

Dccisio11-111a
king about
Whal is your
highest
education level')
J
/\symp. Sig.

.000

Domestic
Culturnl
attractions

15
.000

a. 0 cel ls (.0%) have expected frequencies less than
5. The minimum expected cell frequency is 49.5.
h. 0 cells (.0%) have expected frequencies Jess than

5. The 111ini111um expected cell frequency is I 1.9.

Significant level (2-tailcd) the sign ifica nt value of 0.00, which is less than
0.05, it means the null hypothesis (Ho) is rejected and the a lternative hypothesis
(Ha) is accepted.

The result from the test confirms that Hypothesis statement 3 (Ha) means there is
a relationship between education of Thai tourists and decision-making process for
selecting domestic cultural attractions.
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l-lvpothcsis 4: Occupation and the decision-making process.
Ho4. There is no relationship between occupation of Tha i tourists and decisionmaking process for selecti ng domestic cu ltural attractions.
Ha4. There is a relationship between occupation of Thai tourists and decision-ma king
process for selecting domestic cultural attract ions.

Table 5.23: Chi-square tests for two variable occupations of Thai tourists and
decision-making process for selecting domestic cultural attractions.
Test Statistics

What is your
occupation?
df

Asymp. Sig.

Decision-ma
king about
Domestic
Cultural
attractions

6

15

.000

.000

a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected frequencies less than

5. The minimum expected cell frequency is 28.6.
b. 0 cells (.0%) have expected frequencies less than
5. The minimum expected cell frequency is l l .9.

Significant level (2-tailed) the significant value of 0.00, which is less than
0.05, it means the null hypothesis (Ho) is rejected and the alternative hypothesis
(Ha) is accepted.

The result from the test confirms that Hypothesis statement 4 (Ha) means there is
a relationship between occupation of Thai tourists and decision-making process for
selecting domestic cultural attraccions.
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Hvpothcsis 5: Income and the decision-making process.

Ho5. There is no relationship between income of Thai tourists and decision-making
process for se lecting domestic eu llural attractions.
Ha5. There is a relationship between income of Thai tourists and decision-making
process for selecting domestic cultural attractions.

Table 5.24: Chi-square tests for two variable incomes of Thai tourists and decisionmaking process for selecting domestic cultural attractions.
Test Statistics

What is your
;1vcragc tornl
income per
111011th'!

df

5

Asymp. Sig.

.000

Decision-ma
king about
Domestic
Cultural
attractions
15
.000

<t 0 cells (.0%) have expected frequencies less than
5. The minimum expected cell frequency is 33.0.

b. 0 cells (.0%) have expected frequencies less than
5. The 111inim11111 expected cell frequency is 11 .9.

Significant level (2-tailed) the significant value of 0.00, which is less than 0.05,
it means the null hypoth esis (Ho) is rejected and the alternative hypothesis (Ha) is

accepted.

The result from the test confirms that Hypothesis statement 5 (Ha) means there is
a relationship between income of Thai tourists and decision-making process for
selecting process domestic cu ltural attractions.
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b) Factors considered for selecting Cultural Attractions Vs the Decisionmaking process concerning Domestic Cultural attractions.

Hvpothesis 6: Amenities and the decision-making process.

Ho6. There is no relationship between amenities and decision-making process for
selecting domestic cultural attractions.
Ha6. There is a relationship between amenities and decision-making process for
selecting domestic cultural attractions.

Table 5.25: Speannan's rank correlation tests for two variable amenity and
dedsion-making process for selecting domestic cultural attractions.
Correlations

Accessibility
pcar111u11 s l' 10

i CCl.!SSI JI I

Decision-ma
king about
Domestic
Cultural
attractions

y
Sig. (2-tailed}

.000

N

cc1s1on-ma ·111g a out
Domestic Cultural attractions

1c1ent
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

197
.493*

191

1.000

.000
191

191

"'· Correlation is signiticant at the .01 level (2-tailcd).

"'
Correlation Coefficient(R) from the test, the value of correlation coefficient

equals to 0.493 greater than 0, which mean, "There is a relationship between

amenitie~i

a11d decision-making proce.,·s .for selecting domestic cultural attractions." The sign

(**.) shows the correlation is significant at the 0.0 I level under 2-tailed test. which
means the result will create 1% of error. The correlation coefficient value of 0.493
indicates that there is a mild positive relation between these two variables.
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Significant level (2-tailed) the significant value of 0.00, which is less than
0.05, it means the null hypothesis (Ho) is rejected and the alternative hypothesis
(Ha) is accepted.

The result from the test confirms that Hypothesi s statement 6 (Ha) means there is
a relationship between amenities and decision-making process for selecting domestic
cultural attractions.

Hypothesis 7: Accessibility and the decision-making process.

Ho7. There is no .relatio nshi p between access ibility and decision-making process for
selecting domestic cultura l attractions.
Ha7. There is a relationship between accessibility and decision-making process for
selecting domestic cultural attractions.

Table 5.26: Spearman's rank correlation tests for two variab-le accessibility and
decision-making process for selecting domestic c ultural attractions.
Con·cllltions
'

Attraction

. pearn11111 s r io

orre auon oi: 1c1cn
Sig. f2-ta iled)

me ion

N
CCISIOll-llla ·1ng a

Do111cs1ic Cultural attractions

.000
200
.264*

()II(

Sig. (2-tailed)
N

Decision-ma
king abou!
Domestic
Cultural
attrac!ions

191
1.000

.000
191

191

·~ . Corrdatim1 is signilicmll a! the .0 1 level (2-taikd).

Correlation Cocfficient(R) from the test. the value of correlation coefficient

equals to 0.264 greater tha n 0. which means,

"There is a relations/rip between

accessibility and decfrion-maki11g process ,/(11· selecting domestic cultural attractions."
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The sign ( **.) shows the correlation is significant at the 0.0 I level under 2-tai led test.
which means the result wi ll create I% of error. The correlation coeffic ient value of
0.264 indicates that there is a mild positive re lation between these two variables.
Significant level (2-tailed) the significant value of 0.00, which is less than

0.05, it means the null hypothesis (Ho) is rejected and the alternative hypothesis
(Ha) is l\Ccepted.

The result from the test confirms that Hypothesis statement 7 (Ha) means there is
a relationship between accessibi lity and decision-making process for selecting domestic
cu ltural attractiol'\s.

Hypothesis 8: Safety and the decision-making process.

Ho8. There is no relationship between safety and decision-making process for
selecting domestic cultural attractions.
Ha8. There is a relationship between safoty and decision-making process for selecting
domestic cultural attractions.

Table 5.27: Speannan's rank correlation tests for two variable safety and decision
-making process for selecting domestic cultural attractions.
Correlations
Dec is ion-nm
king about
Domestic
Cultural

::.pc arm ans rno

:-,a1e1y

1J..:c1s1on-maK111g at1out
Dom~stic Cultural attractions

1...orrc1a11on 1...o..:11 1c1cm
Sig. (2-rnile<ll
N
corretauon coctt1c1.;nt
Sig. (2-tailcd)
N

•• ·Correlation is si~ni ticant

al

Satcty
t.lHJV

attractions
. .)'!)'

.000
194
_345•

191

1.000

.000

191

191

Ille .0 1 lcvd ('.?-tailed).
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Correlation Cocfficicnt(R) from the test. the value of correlation coefficient

equals to 0.345 greater than 0, which means, "There is a relationsflip between safety
aud decision-making process.fin· selecting domestic cultural attractions". The sign \... J
shows the correlation is significant at the 0.01 level under 2-tai led test, which means the
result will create l % of error. The correlation coefficient value of 0.345 indicates that
there is a rn i Id positive re lat ion between these two variables.
Significant level (2-tailed) the significant value of 0.00, which is less than

0.05, it means the null hypothesis (Ho) is rejected and the alternative hypothesis
(Ha) is accepted.

The result from the test confirms that Hypothesis statement 8 (Ha) means there is
a relationship between safety and decision-making process for selecting domestic
cultural attractions.

Hypothesis 9: Expenditure and the decision-making process.

Ho9. There is no relationship between expenditure and decision-making process for
selecting domestic cultural attractions.
Ha9. There is a relationship between expenditure and decision-making process for
selecting domestic cultural attractions.

Table 5.28: Spearman 's rank correlation tests for two variable expenditure and
decision-making process for selecting domestic cultural attractions.
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Correlations

:-,prnrman s rt10

1~ :xpcm111urc

D~c1s1011-mnk1ng

about
Domestic Cultural attractions

Lorre talion cuc111c1cnt
Sig. (2-tailcd)
N
Lorrctat1on u1ctt1c1cnt
Sig. (2-tailcd)
N

Expenditure
1.000

Dccision·ma
king about
Domestic
Cuhurnl
attractions
-.07.>

.314

200

191

-.073

1.000

.3 14
191

191

Correlation Coefficient(Rl from the test, the value of correlation coefficient

equals to -0.073 least than 0, which means,

"Tltere is no relatio11sllip between

expenditure awl decisio11-mal<i11g process for selecting domestic cultural attractio11s."
The correlation coefficient value of-0.073 indicates that there is a mild negative relation
between these two variables.
Significant level (2-tailed) the significant value of 0.31 4, which is more than
0.05, it means the alternative hypothesis (Ha) is rejected and the null hypothesis
(Ho) is accepted.

The result from the test confirms that Hypothesis statement 9 (Ho) means there is
no relationship between expenditure and decision-making process for selecting domestic
cultural attractions.

Hvpothesis I 0: Source of information and the decision-making process.

Ho I0. There is no relationship between source of information and decision-making
process for select ing domestic cultural attractions.
Ha I 0. There is a re lati onship between source of informati on and decision-making
process for selecting domestic cultural attractions.
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Table 5.29: Spcarnrn n's rn nk corrcla ti on tests for two variable sou rec of
information and dccisio1Hnaking process for selecting domestic
cultural attractions.
Correlations
Decision-ma
king about
Domestic
Source of
:-ipcnrnrnn s rno

:-iourcc 01 1nrormnt1on

LOITCJa[ll)Jl LOCJHCICIH

information
I .UUO

Sig. (2·tailcd)

.000

N

~*

Dec1s1on-rnak111g about
Dorncstic Cultural attractions

Correlation CoeH1c1e11t

.. . .

N

Sig. (2·tailcd)

'
· Co11elat1011
1s ~1g111!ica11t at the .01 lcvcl (2-tailed) .

Cultural
attractions
.:>.}W

., ·' I
~

200
.530*
.000
191

191

1.000
191

c.J

Correlation Coefficient(R) from the test, the value of correlation coefficient
equals to 0.530 greater than 0, which means, "Tlrere is a relationship between source

of information

lllUi

decision-making process for selecting domestic cultural

attractions". The sign(**.) shows the correlation is significant at the 0.0 I level under 2tailed test, which means the result will create l % of error. The correlation coefficient
value of 0.530 indicates that there is a mild positive relation between these two
variables.

*

*

Significant level (2-tailcd) the significant value of 0.00, which is less than
0.05, it means the null hypothesis (Ho) is rejected and the alternative hypothesis

(Ha) is accepted.

The result from the test confirms that Hypothesis statement 10 (Ha) means there
is a relationship between source of information and decision-making process for
selecting domestic cultural attractions.
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.t!rpothcsis 11: I magc and the decision-making process.

Ho 11. There is no relationship between image and decision-making process for
selecting domestic cultural attractions.
Hal l. There is a relationship between image and decision-making process for
selecting domestic cultural attractions.

Table 5.30: Spearman 's rank correlation tests for two variable image and decisionmaking process for selecting domestic cultural attractions.
Correlations
Decision-ma
king about
Domestic
Cultural
<itlnictions

, pcannan s r io

magc
Sig. (2-tailed)

.372

N
CCLSIOll-llHl ·111g

a out

1c1cnt

Domestic Cultural <Htractions

Sig. (2-tailecl)

N

.065

191
1.000

.372
191

191

200

Correlation Coefficicnt(R) from the test, the value of correlation coefficient

equals to 0.065 greater than 0, which means, "There is a re/ationsllip between image

and decision-making process for selecting domestic cultural attractions." The
correlation coefficient value of 0.065 indicates that there is a mild positive relation
between these two variables.

1'J

Significant level (2-tailed) the significant value of 0.00, which is less than
0.05, it means the null hypothesis (Ho) is rejected and the alternative hypothesis
(Ha) is accepted.

The result from the test confirms that Hypothesis statement 11 (Ha) means there
ts a relationship between image and dee is ion-making process for selecting domestic
cultural attractions.
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CHAPTER6
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION
Section 6.1: Summary of the result from hypothesis testing

Table 6.1: The results of Demographic Characteristics ofrespondents and the decisionmaking process about domestic cultural attraction.

Hypothesis

Statistic testing

Significant

Result

Ha I: There is a relationship
between gender and the decisionmaking process.

Ch i-Square Test

.120

Failed to
Reject Ho

Ha2: There is a relationship
between age and the decisionmaking process.

Chi-Square Test

.000

Rejected Ho

Ha3: There is a relationship
between education and the
decision-making process.

Chi-Square Test

.000

Rejected Ho

Ha4: There is a relationship
between occupation and the
decision-making process.

Chi-Square Test

.000

Rejected Ho

Ha5: There is a relationship
between income and the
decision-making process.

Chi- Square Test

.000

Rejected Ho

*
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Table 6.1 shows the result of Spearman 's Rank Correlation test of five
hypothesizes of demographic characteristics and the decision-making process abou t
domestic cultural attractions. The result shows that four null hypotheses are rejected. This
means that age. education occupation, and income, are related to the decision-making
process about domestic cultural attractions. However, only gender is not related to the
decision-making process about domestic cultural attraction.

Table 6.2: Factors affecting the decision-making process for selecting domestic cultural

.

attractions .

Hypothesis

Statistic Testing

Significant

Result

Ha6: There is a relationship
between amenity and the
decision-making process for
selecting cultural attraction.

Spearman 's rank
Correlation

.000

Rejected Ho

Ha7: There is a relationship
between accessibility and the
decision-making process for
selecting cultural attraction

Speannan's rank
Correlation

.000

Rejected Ho

l-la8: There is a relationship
between safety and the decisionmaking process for selecting
cultural attraction.

Spearman 's rank
Correlation

.000

Rejected Ho

Ha9: There is a relationship
between expenditure and
decision-making process for
selecting cultural attraction.

Spearman 's rank
Correlation

.31 4

Failed to
Reject Ho

Ha I0: There is a relationship
between sources of information
and decision-making process for
selecting cultural attraction.

Spearman 's rank
Correlation

.000

Rejected Ho
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Hypothesis
Ha 11: There is a relationship
between image and decisionmaking process for selecting
cultural attraction.

Statistic Testing

Significant

Result

Spearman 's rank
Corre lati on

.000

Rejected Ho

Table 6.2 shows the hypothesis related to factors affecting the decision-making
process that Thai tourists consider for selecting domestic cultural attraction. Five
hypotheses are

reject~d

and one hypothesis is accepted. It can be concluded that amenity,

accessibility, safety, source of information, and image of domestic cultural attractions are
related to the decision-making process, but the expenditure is not related to the decisionmaking process.

Q..

~
Section 6.2: Conclusion
The main focus of this thesis is the cultural attractions with unique features for
Thais to visit. The Thai government is faced with a challenge: ·'most Thais vacation in
other countries (Refer to Appendix A)". People always travel to other country, it makes
the money goes out, and the government wants the money to stay in the country. How
can destinations in Thailand be enhanced to entice the Thais to stay "at home?" What can
change their minds?
The evaluation of data sheds light to the theme: ..Share our Home." The findings
are categorized:
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The characteristics of human population segments for identifying consumer
markets: demographics
The reasons for visiting places in Thailand.
The importance of safety in vacationing.
The first objective of the research was to find out the relationship between
demographic characteristic of Thai tourists (gender, age, education, occupation, and
income) and their decision-making process about domestic cultural attraction.
It has been found that only the gender of Thai tourist does not have a relationship to
decision-making pr9cess about domestic cultural attractions. The age, education,
occupation, and income of Thai tourists are related to the decision-making process. This
indicates that Thai tourists who have different ages, education, occupation, and income
have different decision-making choices about domestic cultural attraction.
The second objective of the research was to find out the relationship between
factors considered for selecting and the decision-making process about domestic cultural
attraction. The result of the research can be concluded that Thai tourists prefer to visit
cultural attraction in the type of Life style and Historical. The main purpose for selecting
specified domestic cultural attractions is to relax exclusively and also gain more
knowledge. Tourists search for information when they plan to travel. The source of
information influences Thai tourists. The result of the research shows that Thai tourists
search for in formation from travel magazines, and friends. Because it helps them to cut
cost, save time and achieve their objectives. They need information to act in an informed
way. They need knowledge of places to visit. They need on-site communication to
enhance their experience. Today, the increasing widespread use of Internet may
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eventually have the large impact on traveling. It influences the decision-making process
of tourists. Thai tourists search for the information from two sources. The first source
comes from the published source. The second source comes from the credible person.
Safety has always been an important prerequisite for the attraction of visitors. The
tack of crime is an important consideration in choosing a destination. Travelers consider
safety concerns as they make their plans. Today, as tourism grows, security becomes
more importaf!t and travelers will expect safeguarding measures. Political strife,
terrorism, unsolved deaths of tourists stifle visits to any destination. They desire to have
Tourists Police. secu~·ity guards of the safety system whi le visiting any destination.
The result of the safety affects to the image of the cultural attractions. The
publicity that follows the wrongful death of a tourist makes for sensational anecdotal
stories and headline news around the country. Tourist will be biased about that
destination. Besides, the image of the cultural attraction may include the destination
environment such as the local community. The local atmosphere had been changed from
the past that purity of environment. The culture shock may be instant. Safety is of utmost
concern to the traveler. Rape and murder place a stain on a tourist site. The statistics
speak for themselves. With vigilant law enforcement, these sites can regain their
respectability. Singles, couples, and families will again frequent these Thai tourist
attractions.
The research shows that Thai tourists consider accessibili ty to the cultural
attraction. They prefer for the car to be more important in decision-making process for
selec ting the domestic cultural attraction.

Beside, the amenity-accommodation.
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restaurant. and souvenir shop also influenced their decision-making process regarding
domestic cul rural attractions.
For the expenditure. the result of the research shows that it has not the
relationship between the expenditure and the decision-making process concerning the
domestic cultural attraction. So, the main considerations of the Thai tourist are security.
amenity, accessibility, source of information, and image.

Section 6.3: Recommendations
The research findings have highlighted several important factors that affect
decision of Thai tourists in selecting a cultural attraction. The findings of this research
have revealed that ·safety· is the most important factor that influences the decision of
Thai tourists in selecting a cultural attraction. The respondents have expressed that they
would prefer a cultural attraction to visit where safety for their health and property is
ensured. So the protection is better than correction. Therefore, it is recommended that the
liaison should be increased between security forces and industry personnel/ safe design of
facilities and touri st education are needed. For the cultural attractions area, it should have
the sprinkle system in order to. protect the accident. There should have tourist police in
the si te of cultural attractions area in order to protect any event and also make tourists
feel sati sfy these places will be peaceful and comfortable.
Safrty fr>rces against tourists result in bad publicity and create a negati ve image in
the minds of visitors. The local people in and around cultural attractions can also
contribute in protecting and promoting an environment of satety. The local people should
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interact with visiting tourists with pleasant smiles and politely transfer required
information to them. In long term, it will generate an image of ·safety' at concerned
cultural attraction and this will facilitate potential tourists to select these attractions by
considering them sate and friendly.
Another important finding of this research is that the decision of Thai tourists for
selecting a cultural attraction is also significantly affected by 'accessibility' to these
attractions. The respondents have expressed that some cultural attractions are difiicult to
access. In this regard it is recommended that easy and comfortable accessibi"lity to these
attractions should be. promoted. The way through the destination should be developed but
the natural environment also realized. Tourists may be introduced to drive the bicycle on
the way that the car cannot be accessed.
The respondents of this research have also explained that availability of several
amenities at the sites of cultural attractions also affect their decision to select a particular
cultural attraction for visit. It is recommended that several amenities such as souvenir
shops, restaurants, information centers, and accommodation facilities should be provided
at important cultural attractions. It is further recommended that these amenities should be
provided in traditional Thai style to attract domestic tourists.
The respondents have also identified that availability of proper information about
cultural attraction also significantly affect their decision to select a particular cultural
attraction. Tourists need information to behave in sensitive and appropriate ways. The
research shows that tourists search the information from the travel magazine. so Tourism
Authority of Thailand and concerned local area administration should create effective
sources to transfer proper information about cultural attractions to potential domestic
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tourists. Campaigns may also be launched to promote local products, local festivals. local
dances etc. Moreov er, tourists search the information from their friends or the person
they know and tourists also need a sound knowledge of host societies to select their travel
wisely, and they need on-site communication to enhance their experience in order to help
them making the decision in the next times. The use of Internet is also recommended in
this regard.
Besides, The Tourism Authority of Thailand and concerned local administration
should always make efforts to promote new cultural attractions to attract potential
domestic tourist. It

i? recommended that past should be preserved for the present to enjoy

and new should be explored to provide new experiences. Generally, tourists always desire
to explore new attractions and gain new experiences. "Native marketplace" is another
cultural attraction the tourist can get the experience concerns the local market. Such areas
are rich in ethnicity and have much local color and culture.
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Section 6.4: Further Research

This research studied the demographic characteristics and factors affecting the
decision-making process about domestic cultural attractions. Further, this research will be
useful to further research. It serves as basis for the demographic-decision making process
for related types of tourism.
Future research must concentrate on preservation and promotion of Thai cultural
attractions. In the former, advanced methods are available to better protect roads,
buildings, and plant.; life. In the latter, closer relations between government, the Tourism
Authority, and the media must be found. This will ensure the preservation and promotion
of our Thai cultural heritage.
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OUTGOING THAI NATIONALS BY COUNTRY OF DESTINATION
JANUARY - MAY
Country
of Destination
East Asia

A SEAN
Brunei
Cambodia
lndo'nesia
Laos
Malaysia
Myanmar
Philippines
Singapore
Vietnam
China
Hong Kong
Japan
Korea
Taiwan
Others
Europe
Austria
Belgium
Denmark
Finland
France
Germany
Italy
Netherlands
Norway
Russia
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
United Kingdom
East Europe
Others
The Americas
Canada
USA
Others
South Asia
Bangladesh
India
Nepal
Pakistan
Sri Lanka
Others
Oceania
Australia
New Zealand
Others
Middle East
Egypt
Israel
Kuwait
Saudi Arabia
U.A.E.
Others
Africa
South Africa
Others
Grand Total

2001

2002
Number

816,684
496,496
4,735
10,205
8,740
29,343
302,590
9,361
5,654
109,409
16,459
105,189
86,231
43,443
25,930
56,623
2 772
74,306
3,219
94
2,904
1,622
7,965
19,544
3,580
7,882
225
1,021
392
1,444
8,563
11,576
239
4 036
15,178
577
14,551
50
13,082
1,637
7,364
1,355
789
1,692
245
34,332
29,860
4,467
5
15,789
515
2,674
697
3,469
5,057
3 377
2,569
2,384
185
971,940

% Share
84.03
51.08
0.49
1.05
0.90
3.02
31.13
0.96
0.58
11.26
1.69
10.82
8.87
4.47
2.67
5.83
0.29
7.65
0.33
0.01
0.30
0.17
0.82
2.01
0.37
0.81
0.02
0.11
0.04
0.15
0.88
1.19
0.02
0.42
1.56
0.06
1.50
0.01
1.35
0.17
0.76
0.14
0.08
0.17
0.03
3.53
3.07
0.46
0.00
1.62
0.05
0.28
0.07
0.36
0.52
0.35
0.26
0.25
0.02
100.00

Source of Data: Immigration Bureau, Police Department.

Number

% Share

754,676
451,045
5,291
10,504
9,437
26,186
261,009
7,031
4,818
115,326
11,443
85,336
93,231
40,430
23,000
58,753
2 881
72,435
2,407
96
2,556
1,559
8,401
18,064
4,688
6,299
205
789
537
1,630
7,381
13,260
900
3 663
21,566
454
21,077
35
14,759
1,473
7,890
2,694
804
1,568
330
35,781
32,977
2,799
5
19,148
671
4,691
662
5,082
5,039
3 003
1,763
1,655
108
920,128

82.02
49.02
0.58
1.14
1.03
2.85
28.37
0.76
0.52
12.53
1.24
9.27
10.13
4.39
2.50
6.39
0.31
7.87
0.26
0.01
0.28
0 .17
0.91
1.96
0.51
0.68
0.02
0.09
0.06
0.18
0.80
1.44
0.10
0.40
2.34
0.05
2.29
0.00
1.60
0.16
0.86
0.29
0.09
0.17
0.04
3.89
3.58
0.30
0.00
2.08
0.07
0.51
0.07
0.55
0.55
0.33
0.19
0.18
0.01
100.00

ol.

6 (%)
02(01
+ 8.22
+ 10.08
-10.51
- 2.85
- 7.39
+ 12.06
+ 15.93
+ 33.14
+ 17.35
- 5.13
+ 43.83
+ 23.26
- 7.51
+ 7.45
+ 12.74
- 3.63
- 3.78
+ 2.58
+ 33.73
- 2.08
+ 13.62
+ 4.04
- 5.19
+ 8.19
- 23.63
+ 25.13
+ 9.76
+ 29.40
-27.00
-11.41
+ 16.01
-12.70
- 73.44
+ 10.18
- 29.62
+ 27.09
- 30.96
+ 42.86
- 11.36
+ 11.13
- 6.67
- 49.70
-1.87
+ 7.91
- 25.76
-4.05
- 9.45
+ 59.59
+ 0.00
-17.54
-23.25
- 43.00
+ 5.29
- 31.74
+ 0.36
+ 12.45
+45.72
+ 44.05
+ 71.30
+ 5.63
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Questionnaires
Dear Sir/Madam
This questionnaire is designed as a partial fulfillment of a thesis of Master of Art in
Tourism Management Student, Assumption University of Thailand. This questionnaire is proposed
to obtain information about "Factors affecting Thai Tourists decision- making about Domestic
Cultural Attractions". All information is for academic purpose. I hope for your full-cooperation in
responding to all items in this questionnaire.
Thank you for your cooperation.

Part A: Demographic characteristics of tourist
l . What is your gender?
o Male
o Female
2.

How old are you?
o
0

o

o
o
o

21-25 years pld
26-30 years old
31-35 years old
36-40 years old
41-50 years old
More than 50 years old

3. What is your highest education level?
o
o

o
o

Below Bachelor's degree
Bachelor's degree or equivalent
Master degree or equivalent
Higher than Master degree

4. What is your occupation?

o Student
o

o
o
o

o
:i

Government officer
Business employee
Enterprise officer
Business owner
Housewife
Other (please identify) _ _____ _ _ __

5. What is your average total income per month?
::i

o
o

o
.J
::J

1

Less than 5,000 Baht or equal
5.001-15,000 Baht
15.001-25.000 Baht
25.001-35,000 Baht
35.001-45.000 Baht
More than 45.000 Baht

Part 2: Factors influencing the decision-making process
6. Which cultural attraction. you prefer to visit?
o Historical
o Religious
o Artistic

o
o

Architecture
Life style/ Heritage

7. What is the main purpose for selecting specified cultural attractions?
o To gain more knowledge
o To participate in any cultural activity

o To perform any religious activity

o To relax exclusively

8. What sources of information do you search for considering a cultural attraction? (Can choose
more than l)
o Newspaper
o Web-site/ Internet
o Travel magaz ine
o Personal friends and family members
o Others, please specific_ _ __ _
o Travel Age11t

9. Why you prefer to search information from previous source (answer from Q.8)?
o It provide authentic information
o It helps you in achieving your
o It provide dependable information
objective
o It properly design your schedule
o It helps to cut cost and save time

l 0. Beyond the sources of information, who else influences your decision-making process for
selecting cultural attraction?
o Yourself
o Relatives
o Husband/ Wife
o Friends
o Others, please specify_ _
o Parents

11. ls availability of specific amenity influences your decision in selecting a cultural attraction?
o
o

Yes
No(skiptoQ.1 3)

12. If yes, availability of which amenities influences your decision in selecting a cultural attraction'?
o Restaurant
o Accommodation
o Souvenir shop
o Others. please specify
~~~--~--~~~~~~-~

l 3. Is accessibility to cultural site/ attraction with specific mode of tran0port influences your ckcision
in selecting a cultural site/ attraction?
ci

Yes

o

No(skiptoQ.15)

2

14. If yes. accessibility by w'hich mode of transport influences your decision in selecting a cultural
attraction') (Can choose more than I )
o
o
o

o
o
o

Air

Train
Bus
Car
Water
Others. please specify

15. Is availability of safety system influences your decision in selecting a cultural attraction?
o Yes
o No (skip to Q.17)

16. If yes. availability of which safety system influences your decision in a selecting a cultural
attraction?
o Fire alarm
o Security Guards
o Tourist Polife
o Sprinkles
o Others, please specify
17. Is the amount of expenditure influences your decision in selecting a cultural attraction?
o Yes
o No
~

-

18. Is image of cultural attraction influerices your decision in selecting a cultural attraction?
o

o

Yes
No

19. Rank following factors, from the fevel of importance that influences your decision-making
process about domestic cultural attraction ( l =Most important ....... 6= Least important)
Amenities
Accessibility
Safety_··~~~~~~~~~~~
Expenditure _ _ _ _~----Source of information- - - - - Images

-~~~~~~ ~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~--~-

Any comment about Domestic Cultural Attractions in Thailand?

.................. ' .....
.. ' ................................ ..................... ....................................... ·•· .. .

